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Business Recorder, 04-04-19 

Under 2nd phase of CPEC. Pakistan, China may sign MoUs, agreements on 

projects  

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and China are likely to sign memoranda of understanding 

on various projects of second phase of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) 

on April 26 during the Prime Minister Imran Khan‘s visit to China, it is learnt.  

China is going to hold the second Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation on April 

25 in Beijing in which nearly 40 foreign governments and representatives from more than 100 

countries would participate.  

Prime Minister Imran Khan on the invitation of Chinese President Xi Jinping would start a three-

day visit on April 25 to attend the second Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation. 

Pakistan will have a key role in the conference because the CPEC is a flagship project of the Belt 

and Road initiative. According to sources, chief ministers of the provinces, minister for planning, 

development and reform and high officials of other ministries including Pakistan Railways 

would also accompany Prime Minster Khan during his visit to China. During this visit, Pakistan 

and China would sign MOUs and agreements on the projects of the second phase of the CPEC.  

They said that in the second phase, scope of CPEC is being enhanced in the domains of social 

sector development and agriculture sector as both the sectors hold a huge potential of growth in 

Pakistan. 

 They said that the government is interested to start pilot projects in these areas with the support 

of China on priority. They said that China would give $1 billion grant to Pakistan for early 

harvest projects of socioeconomic development and agriculture sectors under the second phase of 

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. They said that China would provide this grant for early 

harvest and pilot projects during the next three years. Most of the projects relating to 

socioeconomic development include vocational training particularly in the provinces, capacity 

building of hospitals and pilot projects of agriculture sector.  

When contacted Project Director/Coordination for CPEC Hassan Daud Butt told this 

correspondent that 13-member Chinese expert team had visited the provinces and discussed 

various projects with the provincial governments. He said that most of the projects would be 

launched in the provinces. He said that the development projects of the second phase have been 

scrutinized and final decision has been taken after the approval of the Prime Minister. He said 

that a list of the projects of the second phase has been handed over the Chinese government.  

Many ongoing projects under the CPEC would be completed in current year. Construction of 

Western Routes, ML-1 Pakistan Railway project and establishment of Special Economic Zones 

(SPZs) are major long-term projects under the second phase of CPEC.  

Meanwhile, Federal Minister for Planning, Development & Reform MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar 

has said that the present government is focusing on developing the agriculture sector on modern 
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lines to improve the livelihoods of small farmers and enhance its contribution in the national 

economy, noting that agriculture constitutes the largest sector of economy.  

He stated that in this regard agriculture cooperation with China will be enhanced under the 

CPEC framework. The minister was talking to Federal Minister for National Food Security & 

Research SahibzadaMehboob Sultan who called on him here on Wednesday. Secretary Planning 

ZafarHasan, Secretary National Food Security Dr. Muhammad HashimPopalzai and Project 

Director CPEC Hassan Daud were also present in the meeting. The minister for planning said 

efforts are under way to initiate joint ventures with leading Chinese agriculture companies in 

various sectors of agriculture to enhance agricultural output and value addition of agricultural 

products for mutual benefit of both countries. He highlighted that there is a lot of scope for 

increasing cooperation between the countries, particularly in areas of livestock, fisheries, citrus, 

mango, rice, potatoes and horticulture. 

MakhdumKhusro apprised that CPEC Business Advisory Council has been constituted which 

will have representation from leading companies dealing in various sectors including agriculture, 

and the purpose of which will be to identify new areas for future collaboration with China under 

CPEC.  

During the meeting, deliverables in different areas of agriculture came under discussion. It was 

discussed that a memorandum of understanding on foot & mouth disease is also expected to be 

signed during the Prime Minister‘s visit.  

Business Recorder, 05-04-19 

Improvement in tax laws &procedures 

ISLAMABAD: Chinese companies and investors will submit proposals to the Federal Board of 

Revenue (FBR) for changes and improvement in tax laws and procedures through Chinese 

Embassy in Pakistan to facilitate Chinese investment in different projects.  

Sources told Business Recorder here on Thursday that the decision has been taken during the 

recent visit of Chinese ambassador to Pakistan along with his team in the embassy and the 

representatives of the large Chinese companies operating in Pakistan to the FBR Headquarters. 

The meeting was also attended by line members of Inland Revenue and Customs both with their 

teams. The Chinese investors presented one by one their taxation related issues pending with 

various Inland Revenue and Customs offices. The FBR chairman promised to resolve all pending 

issues within shortest possible time. Member Inland Revenue Operations and Member Customs 

Policy pledged their special support to the Chinese investors.  

Following decisions were made in the meeting requiring various wings of FBR authorities and 

representatives from Chinese Embassy to take actions as per timeline:  

Firstly, a workshop on federal tax laws and procedures shall be conducted by the FBR. The 

representatives from prominent/large Chinese companies and the staff from commercial section 

of the Chinese embassy shall attend. The action will be taken by FBR Member Inland Revenue 
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Policy, FBR Member Customs (Policy), Commercial Counselor Chinese Embassy by the end of 

April 2019.  

Secondly, Chinese companies would inform the focal person of FBR chairman office if they do 

not receive proper response from field offices of the FBR within two weeks‘ time. FBR Member 

Inland Revenue (Operations) and FBR Member Customs Operations would immediately take 

action. Thirdly, all field formations of the FBR and FBR wings at the headquarters shall be found 

to respond and dispose of any issue brought to their offices within the period of one month. FBR 

Members concerned shall make periodical inspections in this regard.Fourth, the FBR fields of 

formation will appoint focal persons for Chinese companies. One focal person shall be appointed 

at each chief collect rate of customs and one at each large taxpayer unit. The details of the focal 

person shall be communicated to the Chinese embassy through the focal person for CPEC of this 

office.  

Fifthly, Chinese companies/investors to move proposals for changes and improvements in tax 

laws and procedures through Commercial Section of the Chinese Embassy to focal person in the 

office of FBR chairman. The members of the Chinese delegations expressed their satisfaction on 

the proactive approach of the FBR to solve their taxation-related problems, sources added 

Business Recorder, 05-04-19 

CPEC Business Council’s inaugural meeting today 

ISLAMABAD: The Board of Investment (BoI) has constituted China Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) Business Council aimed at accelerating the processing of industrialization in 

the country under the umbrella of CPEC.  

The inaugural meeting of the CPEC Business Council is scheduled to be held on Friday (today) 

under the chairmanship of Prime Minister‘s Advisor on Commerce, Textile, Industries and 

Production and Investment, Abdul Razak Dawood to be co-chaired by the Minister for Planning, 

Development and Reforms, Makhdoom Khusro Bakhtiar.  

The Terms of Reference (ToRs) of the Business Council which has an advisory role will be as 

follows: (i) to be a consultative forum between business community and government on matters 

related to private investment under CPEC; (ii) to make specific recommendations for private 

sector for private sector investment in Pakistan under industrial cooperation; (iii) to propose 

feasible projects for investments for discussion with Chinese business companies; (iv) to 

formulate strategies for expediting ongoing and future B2B projects particularly industrial 

cooperation and devaluation of Gwadar as an industrial and commercial hub; (v) to discuss and 

explore opportunities and develop new investment model for future projects of CPEC; (vi) to 

advise on developing an integrated approach on future development of industrial cooperation 

under CPEC with special focus on agriculture, industry, housing, tourism and any other potential 

area or sectors in the CPEC‘s long- term plan; and (vii) to advise on any of the issue referred by 

the concerned ministries.  
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The Business Council on CPEC is initially formulated for a period of two years from the date of 

notification issued on March 27, 2019 and would automatically stand dissolved on the date of 

expiry of its term unless further extended through a notification by the competent authority. —

MUSHTAQ GHUMMAN  

Business Recorder 05-04-19 

B2B cooperation under CPEC kicks off in Islamabad 

ISLAMABAD:-Paksitan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government wants industrial cooperation 

between Pakistan and China under CPEC to address trade imbalance broaden market access for 

agricultural products and encourage B2B (Business to Business) cooperation between the two 

countries. 

These views were expressed in the first meeting of the CPEC Business Council co-chaired by 

Federal Minister for Planning, Development & Reform Khusro Bakhtyar along-with Advisor to 

Prime Minister on Commerce, Industry and Textile Abdul Razak Dawood here on Friday. 

It was said in the meeting that the Business Council would provide a platform for regular 

consultation between the government and business community on matters related to private 

sector investments and push forward industrial cooperation under CPEC.Federal Minister for 

Planning, Development and Reform Khusro Bakhtyar said that scope of CPEC has been 

expanded with focus on industrial and agriculture cooperation, socio-economic development, 

trade and market access. 

He said that purpose behind establishing the forum is to create an interface between the 

government and business community and take forward the industrial cooperation between 

Pakistan and China to new heights for mutual benefit. He said that through industrial 

cooperation, we also want to address trade imbalance, broaden market access for agricultural 

products and encourage B2B cooperation between the two countries, stated the Minister. 

He said that creation of CPEC Business Council, with representation from private sector leading 

associations and companies in various areas, will accelerate the pace of industrialization under 

the umbrella of mega project.He said that focus is to boost Pakistan‘s industrial capacity through 

joint ventures in priority areas relocation of labor-intensive export led industry, SME‘s 

collaboration and enhance vocational training capacity. 

Advisor to Prime Minister Abdul Razak Dawood said that after implementation of early harvest 

projects of energy and infrastructure under CPEC, the stage is now set to expedite the industrial 

collaboration which will help to attract private investments and diversify the country‘s exports. 

He added that we are in the second phase of CPEC where industrialisation and agriculture 

growth would be the main goals of the current regime. 

―Special Economic Zones (SEZs) have been the engine of growth for many developing states 

around the world for the last few decades and it‘s the high time for Pakistan to convert its SEZs 

into growth hubs,‖ Razak Dawood said.The Advisor hoped that SEZs would attract investment 
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from diversified sources because they offer a combination of tax-and-tariff incentives, 

streamlined customs procedures and less regulation. The production of finished goods is the 

topmost priority, which will help Pakistan in reducing trade deficit 

Business Recorder, 06-04-19 

CPEC Business Council meets 

Govt seeks industrial cooperation with China to address trade imbalance ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-

e-Insaf (PTI) government wants industrial cooperation between Pakistan and China under the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to address trade imbalance, broaden market access for agricultural 

products and encourage B2B (business-to-business) cooperation between the two countries.  

These views were expressed in the first meeting of the CPEC Business Council co-chaired by Federal 

Minister for Planning, Development & Reform KhusroBakhtyar along with Adviser to PM on Commerce, 

Industry & Textile Abdul RazakDawood here on Friday.  

It was said in the meeting that the Business Council would provide a platform for regular consultation 

between the government and business community on matters related to private sector investments and 

for pushing forward industrial cooperation under the CPEC.  

KhusroBakhtyar said that scope of CPEC has been expanded with focus on industrial and agriculture 

cooperation, socio-economic development, trade and market access. He said that purpose behind 

establishing the forum is to create an interface between the government and business community and 

take forward the industrial cooperation between Pakistan and China to new heights for mutual benefit. 

He said, “Through industrial cooperation, we also want to address trade imbalance, broaden market 

access for agricultural products and encourage B2B cooperation between the two countries.”  

He said that creation of CPEC Business Council, with representation from private sector leading 

associations and companies in various areas, will accelerate the pace of industrialization under the 

umbrella of mega project.  

He said that focus is to boost Pakistan’s industrial capacity through joint ventures in priority areas, 

relocation of labor-intensive export-led industry, SME’s collaboration, and enhancing vocational training 

capacity.  

Abdul RazakDawood said that after implementation of early harvest projects of energy and 

infrastructure under CPEC, the stage is now set to expedite the industrial collaboration which will help 

attract private investments and diversify the country’s exports. He added, “We are in the second phase 

of CPEC where industrialization and agriculture growth would be the main goals of the current regime.”  

“Special economic zones (SEZs) have been the engine of growth for many developing states around the 

world for the last few decades and it’s the high time for Pakistan to convert its SEZs into growth hubs,” 

Dawood said. The adviser hoped that SEZs would attract investment from diversified sources because 

they offer a combination of tax-and-tariff incentives, streamlined customs procedures and less 

regulation. The production of finished goods is the topmost priority, which will help Pakistan reduce 

trade deficit.  
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Earlier, Chairman Board of Investment (BOI) Haroon Sharif welcomed all the members to the first 

meeting of the council and said that BOI will serve as secretariat for the CPEC Business Council, adding 

that a dedicated team of professionals has been hired in this regard. He said that BOI is improving its 

capacity to deal with matters of industrial cooperation with China and urged the members to come up 

with tangible suggestions in this regard. Secretary to the Council, Executive Director General BOI, 

FareenaMazhar briefed the members on the progress in SEZs and incentive packages under the 

industrial cooperation.  

Secretary Planning ZafarHasan, Project Director CPEC Hassan Daud and representatives from leading 

associations and companies also attended the meeting.  

Business Recorder, 06-04-19 

Rail connectivity of Gwadar port not on priority under CPEC frame-work 

ISLAMABAD: Rail connectivity of Gwadar Port with other parts of the country is not on the priority under 

the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) framework, as it requires over $4 billion but currently does 

not present any favorable business model, said officials of Railways Ministry.  

“The overall up-gradation of Pakistan Railways (PR) is estimated to cost $40-50 billion, which the 

government itself cannot finance,” said Chief Executive Pakistan Railways Aftab Akbar, adding that 

international investors had been invited to invest on ML-2 and ML-3 on build-operate-transfer (BoT) 

basis, public-private partnership (PPP) or joint ventures (JVs).  

This he stated while briefing a sub-committee of Senate Standing Committee on Railways, which met 

with John Kenneth Williams in the chair. The parliamentary panel was given a detailed briefing on 

Pakistan Railways projects relating to CPEC and the initiatives taken by Pakistan Railways.  

Briefing the committee, the PR officials said CPEC project for Railways would consist of early harvest — 

ML-1 up-gradation and establishment of dry port - mid-term — establishing new rail link from Gwadar to 

Mastung and Besima to Jacobabad - and long-term — establishing new rail link from Havelian to 

Khunjrab (China border).  

China and Pakistan were expected to reach an agreement for finances on ML-1 soon, said Railways 

officials, adding that estimated cost of up-gradation of ML-1 and dry port was $8.2 billion which would 

be completed in five years in two phases. The project of up-gradation of ML-1 has been declared a 

strategic commercial project with loan on favorable terms as it presents a perfect business plan covering 

75 percent traffic/population and 65 percent industrial areas.  

The meeting was told that up-gradation of Main Line-1 and establishment of dry port near Havelian was 

an early harvest project which was to be completed by 2025.  

The Executive Committee of National Economic Council (ECNEC) will consider the $3.4 billion phase-1 of 

up-gradation of Pakistan Railways’ Main Line-1 and establishment of dry port near Havelian projects 

under the CPEC in April (current month) after the completiaaaon of preliminary design.  
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Business Recorder 12-04-19 

Govt wants to expand CPEC project scope for regional progress: PM 

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan on Thursday said that the government was not only 

giving top priority to China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project but wanted to further 

expand its scope so that other countries could also become part of the gigantic project and a new 

era of progress and prosperity started in the region. 

The prime minister stated this while chairing a high-level meeting on his forthcoming visit to 

China to participate in the second Belt and Road Forum for International cooperation. 

The meeting reviewed the preparations regarding promoting cooperation between the two 

countries in various fields during the forthcoming visit of the Prime Minister to China. 

The prime minister said that the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project consisted of 

just few power plants and three corridors, while the present government had included agriculture, 

education, health, water projects, vocational education and skill development, transport, up-

gradation of Railways Main Line-1 and other important projects in the second phase of CPEC. 

He said the government would replicate the successful experiment of Chinese government of 

poverty alleviation where millions of people were lifted out of poverty. 

He said the government wanted to learn from China‘s skill in agriculture, industry and other 

fields. 

The prime minister said keeping in view the commendable progress of China in science and 

technology fields, cooperation between the two countries in this field would be the main focus of 

the visit. 

He said efforts were going on to accelerate the process of getting scholarships for at-least 20,000 

Pakistani students so that they could study advance subjects in China. 

The prime minister said that special attention was being given for bilateral cooperation between 

Pakistan and China in eight big sectors including mining, high-speed railways, manufacturing, 

agriculture etc. 

The meeting was attended by Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi, Information Minister 

Chaudhry Fawad Hussain, Minister for Food and Security Shahibzada Muhammad Sultan, 

Education Minister Shafqat Mahmood, Railways Minister Sheikh Rashid Ahmed, Energy 

Minister Omar Ayub Khan, Chairman Task Force for Science and Technology Dr Atta ur 

Rehman and other high officials. 
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Business Recorder, 13-04-19 

Timely completion of CPEC projects top priorities of govt: minister 

ISLAMABAD: Federal Minister for Communications and Postal Services MuradSaeed has said 

that timely completion of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects stands among 

priorities of the government, while more road projects would be included in the framework.  

This he stated while talking to media persons after the launch of Clean and Green Pakistan 

ceremony held at Islamabad-Murree Dual Carriageway (IMDC) here on Friday. "Countrywide 

Clean and Green Pakistan drive is moving forward at a rapid pace, which aptly reflects vision of 

Prime Minister Imran Khan," he said, adding that the Ministry of Communications and National 

Highway Authority are hand in hand to make motorways and highways network clean and 

green.  

Saeed and Chairman NHA JawwadRafique Malik also planted samplings. The Street Art 

Competition was also arranged along the wall of IMDC Manga- 25km. More than 200 students 

from the Fatima Jinnah Women University Rawalpindi and National College of Arts Rawalpindi 

participated. The students expressed their deep sense of love for their culture and heroes through 

paintings.  

Talking to media persons, Saeed said being custodian of the country's motorways and national 

highways network, "We are determined to make journey safe and sound and providing maximum 

civic amenities at the service areas at reasonable rates." He asked the media persons to join them 

for making the drive of Clean and Green Pakistan a success.  

He said, "We are focusing on increasing revenue of the NHA so that it can be made self-

sustained that will ultimately reduce load on the national exchequer thus saving money for 

spending on health, education and poverty alleviation." He further said that timely completion of 

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects stands among priorities and that more road 

building schemes will be included in the CPEC. In order to introduce model roads in the country, 

the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) has been introduced that will further be expanded on other 

motorways and national highways gradually.  

A special shield was also presented to the federal minister for communications and postal 

services by the NHA chairman.  
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Daily Times, 04-04-19 

Agri cooperation with China to be enhanced under CPEC: Minister 

Federal Minister for Planning, Development & Reform MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar on 

Wednesday said the government was focusing on developing the agriculture sector on modern 

lines to improve the livelihoods of small farmers and enhance its contribution in the national 

economy noting that agriculture constitutes the largest sector of economy. He stated that in this 

regard agriculture cooperation with China will be enhanced under CPEC framework. The 

Minister was talking to Federal Minister for National Food Security & Research 

SahibzadaMehboob Sultan who called on him in Islamabad today. 

 Secretary Planning ZafarHasan, Secretary National Food Security Dr. Muhammad 

HashimPopalzai and Project Director CPEC Hassan Daud were also present in the meeting. 

Minister for Planning said efforts are underway to initiate joint ventures with leading Chinese 

agriculture companies in various sectors of agriculture to enhance agricultural output and value 

addition. He highlighted that there was a lot of scope for increasing cooperation between the 

countries particularly in areas of livestock, fisheries, citrus, mango, rice, potatoes and 

horticulture. MakhdumKhusro apprised that CPEC Business Advisory Council has been 

constituted which will have representation from leading companies dealing in various sectors 

including agriculture. The purpose of Council will be to identify new areas for future 

collaboration with China under CPEC. 

Daily Times, 07-04-19 

CPEC holds great promise 

Considerable progress has been made towards the China Pakistan Economic Corridor since its 

launch in 2013. China has been closely monitoring the developments in Pakistan and is largely in 

agreement on the direction the project is taking. 

Pakistan has not used the IMF and World Bank loans to repay the loans obtained under the 

CPEC arrangement. This fact has attracted more international donors and persuaded them of the 

merit of the CPEC framework. 

Around 42 per cent of Pakistan‘s loans come from the IMF and the World Bank. Another 18 per 

cent come from the Paris Club. The CPEC loans now account for around 10 per cent. The 

Chinese loans are concessional and there is no threat of Pakistan becoming vulnerable on 

account of repayment. The repayment situation is satisfactory and no debt crisis is feared. 

In fact, the Chinese loans will ease the financial hardship and allow Pakistan to become a 

thriving economy. There is nothing wrong with the Chinese loan repayment. 

The China-Pakistan cooperation for the Corridor projects will bring new opportunities for 

infrastructure development in Pakistan. This is win-win situation. The cooperation for 
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development speaks of a wisdom shared between the two nations. Pakistan is keen to learn from 

China‘s experience in poverty alleviation, environment protection and urban reconstruction. 

China is already the biggest investor in Pakistan and its largest trading partner. Increasing 

investments will bring prosperity.The infrastructure development will allow Pakistan to realize 

its great geographic potential. 

As a formal member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), Pakistan is now 

participating in the Leaders‘ Summit. This will enhance its influence and recognition on the 

international stage. 

China has been an all-weather strategic partner for Pakistan. The friendship between Pakistan 

and China is deep-rooted. This has been the guarantee of peace and stability not only in bilateral 

relations but also in the region. 

China is currently Pakistan‘s biggest trading partner. The increasing investments will spur 

economic development and bring greater prosperity for the people. The CPEC is a great 

accomplishment. The deepening of economic cooperation will attract more capital 

The CPEC is taking this friendship forward. It will continue to improve infrastructure, promote 

employment, broaden cultural exchanges and spur economic development in Pakistan. The 

CPEC and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) complement each other. 

The CPEC is a flagship project of the BRI which seeks to explore new ways to broaden 

cooperation. China is laying down roads, railways, fiber optics connection in the economic zone, 

which is making it easier for third parties to connect with the project. The third parties to CPEC 

will bring more investments, catalyze job creation, and promote economic uplift through 

technology transfer and regional stability. 

Pakistan has been supportive of an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace process. China is 

increasing its efforts for the BRI. Pakistan is quite confident of increasing regional connectivity. 

The Gwadar Port will likely handle more than 20 per cent of the regional oil supply. It will also 

provide a platform to several Central Asian countries. 

The CPEC will promote all sorts of economic activities in the region and be a win-win solution 

for all parties concerned. Saudi investment in Gwadar can be a game changer and will possibly 

lead to a new world order. 

The writer is a consultant at the Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad. He writes on East Asian 

affairs. 
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Daily Times, 11-04-19 

CPEC can help Pakistan overcome extremism 

Pakistan has long suffered on account of extremism. Sectarianism, radicalization and extremist 

violence have plunged the country into obscurantism and wreaked havoc on the masses. It is 

obvious that poverty, unemployment and illiteracy are sustaining the extremism. 

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a boon from heaven. It can rescue a people from the 

clutches of extremism by providing ample economic opportunities to the youth and utilizing their 

energies in constructive pursuits. 

The $62 billion flagship project holds immense importance for Pakistan. Chinese assistance will 

not only beef up foreign exchange reserves but also help the economy grow. The CPEC will 

bring new roads, railways, cable networks, pipelines and energy projects. The energy projects 

envisaged under the CPEC include Gwadar Coal Power PLANT, Hub Coal-fired Power Plant, 

Rahim Yar Khan Coal Power Plant, Quaid-i-Azam Solar Park, 50 MW Dawood Wind Farm at 

Bhambore, 100 MW Wind Farm at Jhimpir, 50 MW Wind Farm at Sachal, SukiKinari Power 

Plant, Karot Hydropower Project and Kohala Power Project. 

The extent of the project‘s success will depend on the attitude of the new government. Its 

commitment to fulfilling its side of the bargain needs to be beyond doubt. The first challenge for 

the policymakers is to overcome parochial considerations and cynicism 

Illiteracy, poverty and deplorable living conditions have been the norm in much of the areas that 

are going to see development under the CPEC. These conditions provide space to extremist 

elements to exploit the weaknesses of marginalized sections of the society. According to the 

2017 census, 60 per cent of the country‘s 208 million people are below the age of 30 years. 

According to the Bureau of Statistics 22.3 per cent of the country‘s population is living below 

the poverty line. As many as 22 million children are out of school. 

These factors guarantee the room the miscreants and extremist elements need to cause trouble by 

exploiting the youth. 

CPEC contains the seeds of prosperity that can help deprive the extremists of the ready recruits. 

In the end, the extent of the project‘s success will depends on the new government. The 

government needs to be committed to its side of the bargain. The policymakers‘ first challenge is 

to overcome suspicion, parochialism and cynicism. 

The writer is a Doctor of Pharmacy with interest in socio-economicaffairs 
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Daily Times, 11-04-19 

Balochistan’s CPEC potential 

Questions have been raised about the utility of the infrastructure projects as soon as governments 

of China and Pakistan announced agreement on plans for the China Pakistan Economic Corridor 

in 2013. There has been speculation that the people of Pakistan, particularly the people of 

Balochistan do not stand to benefit from the huge project. Some people have suggested that the 

challenge of returning the areas bordering Afghanistan, particularly in Balochistan, to peace and 

normalcy is going to be too much. 

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a part of China‘s Belt and Road Initiative. The project 

was envisaged in 2013. It and became a reality, two years later in 2015. So far, progress on the 

project has kept pace with the ambitious plans. In infrastructure and energy sectors the project 

has already started paying dividends. As an ailing economy Pakistan had long needed an 

initiative of this kind. The project is designed in such a way that once it gains momentum, its 

pace will accelerate. 

A desirable feature of this project is bringing the fruits of development to less developed areas of 

both Pakistan and China. These include the western parts of both Pakistan and China. The 

project is a ray of hope for those residing on both sides of the border. 

CPEC promises to take Pakistan-China friendship and their economic cooperation to new 

heights. It is a truly epoch-making project 

Balochistan is the smallest province of Pakistan in terms of population. However, it has the 

largest land mass and its share in the economy is bound to grow rapidly. Balochistan is already 

known for its mineral wealth. For years, Balochistan has been supplying natural gas to the entire 

the country. As CPEC becomes a reality the untapped potential of the province will be realized. 

An amount of $7.1 billion has been set aside as the initial investment in Balochistan. The funds 

are to be spent on development projects. After decades of exclusion from the development 

agenda, Balochistan has been transformed to be the linchpin of the project. The Baloch can now 

hope to participate in the economy and enjoy their rights. That is how they can make CPEC a 

success and take Pakistan forward in a collaborative manner. The project has allowed the federal 

government to make good use of the land mass in the province and address the problems faced 

by the people. It is hoped that the development of Balochistan‘s mineral wealth is nigh. 

So how will CPEC benefit Pakistan and Balochistan? The answer is simple: through 

development. The deep sea port holds great trade potential. The infrastructure development will 

prove a great boost to trade and economy. Infrastructure developments will also open new and 

better markets. Resultantly, more investors would be attracted. The investment they bring will 

lead to the creation of more job opportunities. The living standards will improve gradually, but 

surely. 
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The project has already started benefiting Balochistan. Industrial zones are planned in Quetta, 

Gwadar, Khuzdar, Uthal, Hub and DeraMuradJamali. There will be mineral processing zones 

and plants for extraction of valuable metals from the ores. The road and rail network will help 

improve efficient movement of goods making the trade more efficient. Besides the road and rail 

network, three major energy projects are planned in the province, namely, Gwadar Coal Power 

Project, HUBCO Coal Power Plant and Gadani Power Park Project. These projects will 

contribute approximately 2,940 MW of energy to the national grid. 

The security situation in Balochistan has been unsatisfactory for quite some time. Military and 

security forces were carrying out an operation to neutralize the rebels. Soon after the 

announcement of the project, Balochistan became the centre of attention and the fulcrum of the 

CPEC. Recently, National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA), Pakistan revealed in their 

2018 report that there has been an overall 21 per cent reduction in terrorist attacks compared to 

the preceding year. The law and order situation is improving in Balochistan. Once the socio-

economic fabric of the province gets strong, there will be a large influx of people migrating into 

the province. 

Most importantly, Gwadar is going to be the anchor and key driver of this mighty collaboration 

between China and Pakistan. It is hoped that Gwadar, having one of the world‘s deepest sea 

ports, will become another Dubai by the time the project gets into its final stages. Balochistan is 

thus going to be a bridge between Asia on one side and the West on the other. The city itself will 

see massive modernization. Theses project will bring the federation and the province closer to 

each other. 

Daily Times, 12-04-19 

Pakistan wants to expand scope of CPEC: PM 

Prime Minister Imran Khan said the government is not only giving top priority to the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project but wants to further expand its scope so that other 

countries could also become part of the gigantic project and a new era of progress and prosperity 

starts in the region. 

The prime minister stated this on Thursday while chairing a high-level meeting on his 

forthcoming visit to China to participate in the second Belt and Road Forum for International 

Cooperation. The meeting reviewed the preparations regarding promoting cooperation between 

the two countries in various fields during the forthcoming visit of the prime minister to China. 

The prime minister said the CPEC project consisted of just few power plants and three corridors, 

while the present government got included agriculture, education, health, water projects, 

vocational education and skill development, transport, up-gradation of railways Main Line-1 and 

other important projects in the second phase of CPEC. He said the government will replicate the 

successful experiment of Chinese government of poverty alleviation where millions of people 
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were lifted out of poverty. He said the government wants to learn from China‘s skill in 

agriculture, industry and other fields. 

The prime minister said keeping in view the commendable progress of China in science and 

technology, cooperation between the two countries in this field will be the main focus of the 

visit. He said efforts are going on to accelerate the process of getting scholarships for at least 

20,000 Pakistani students so that they can study advanced subjects in China. 

The prime minister said special attention is being given to cooperation between Pakistan and 

China in eight big sectors, including mining, high-speed railways, manufacturing and agriculture. 

Meanwhile, Prime Minister Imran Khan said the government accords top priority to China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project as it will not only help in translating all-weather 

Pak-China relations into mutually beneficial economic equation but also open new vistas of 

opportunities for the entire region. 

The prime minister met with representatives of 15 leading Chinese companies working on 

various CPEC and other projects in Pakistan. The Chinese delegation included representatives 

from Power China, Three Gorges Corporation, CMEC Neelum Jhelum Power Plant Project, Cr-

Norinco Orange Line Project, Huawei, Zong, Port Qasim Power Plant, China Gezhouba 

Corporation, China State Construction, China Harbour, Matiari-Lahore Transmission Line 

aProject, Haier and other companies. Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing accompanied the 

delegation. 

Talking to the Chinese delegation, the prime minister said the government will provide all 

possible facilitation to the Chinese companies in undertaking profitable business ventures and 

taking advantage of business friendly policies of the present government. 

The Chinese ambassador, while conveying greetings from Chinese president and premier, said 

that Chinese leadership is looking forward to the visit of Prime Minister Imran Khan to China. 

He thanked the prime minister on behalf of Chinese leadership and business community for his 

personal interest in facilitating Chinese businessmen and addressing their issues. He assured the 

prime minister that Chinese companies will continue to partner with the government in socio-

economic development of Pakistan. 

Meanwhile, Prime Minister Imran Khan, during a briefing on Thursday, was informed that 11 

integrated tourism zones will be established in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and replicating the model, 

eight zones will also be set up in Punjab. 

Daily Times, 12-04-19 

Pak-China parliamentary linkages further cement ties 

Enhanced Parliamentary linkages between Pakistan and China would further cement the friendly 

ties of the two countries.The increase in reciprocal visits of the parliamentary delegations would 
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also strengthen the existing political and economic relations, while setting the stage for future 

interaction in different sectors. 

A high level parliamentary delegation led by Deputy Chairman Senate will be visiting China 

very soon on the invitation of Chinese Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC). An invitation 

to the Chairman of the National People Congress (NPC) of China to visit Pakistan has also been 

extended. Chairman Senate Muhammad Sadiq Sanjrani said this while talking to Ambassador of 

China Yao Jing, here on Thursday. 

Chairman Senate said that historic friendly ties between Pakistan and China have further 

strengthened due to enhanced economic cooperation between the two countries. Projects under 

CPEC are not only for the benefit of people of Balochistan but also very important for economic 

development of different areas of the country as well as providing a mile stone for future 

development of China. Different mega projects being executed under China Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) should be expedited so as the people can reap the fruits of the development at 

the earliest. 

Chairman Senate said that inauguration of Gwadar International Airport would help project 

Gwadar as economic hub of the region and would pave the way for beginning of a new era of 

economic prosperity. 

He said that the development of the region is connected with expeditious completion of the 

projects being executed under CPEC. He said that both the countries are committed for provision 

of maximum fruits of development to the people by timely completion of the projects. 

He said that Pakistan and China are actively engaged to successfully implement the agenda of 

poverty alleviation, fighting corruption, overcoming the energy crises and improving the 

agriculture development. 

He said that China has always supported Pakistan in its bid to strengthen its economy and CPEC 

is an obvious example of such support.He said that China has always supported Pakistan in its 

bid to strengthen its economy and CPEC is an obvious example of such support.He said that 

Pakistan and China have cordial relations at all levels from Parliaments and governments to the 

level of the people at large.Chinese Ambassador on this occasion said that Pakistan and China 

friendship is time tested and the present economic partnership would be mutually beneficial for 

both the countries. Pakistan and China are actively working on common agenda of regional 

development. 

He said that Chinese government is fully cooperating with government of Pakistan for the 

executing public welfare projects in less developed areas of the country with the active 

participation of the relevant provinces. 
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Daily Times, 12-04-19 

Islamabad glues Beijing-Riyadh ties 

On March 28, Secretary Perry of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) issued thirty-seven Part 

810 authorizations to the U.S. companies, including seven to Saudi Arabia, allowing them to 

export unclassified civilian nuclear technology to 16 countries. 

The DOE statement profoundly contested Deputy Energy Secretary Dan Brouillette‘s remarks in 

February, which opined that the U.S. would not help Saudi Arabia to develop nuclear 

technology, unless it guarantees the use of technology for civilian purposes. 

Brouillette‘srhetoric was blatantlyresponded by former Saudi intelligence chief and senior Saudi 

diplomat Prince Turki Al Faisal who voiced that Saudi Arabia has more options for civil nuclear 

technology other than the United States. 

Ex-ambassador to the U.S. and the U.K. said that the energy market is open. ‗We have France. 

We have Russia. We have China. We have our friends in Pakistan and in other places as well, so 

if they want to remove themselves from that market, well, that‘s up to them.‘ 

The kind of the U.S. about-turn on civil nuclear technology transfer and assistance to Riyadh is 

very much surprising to the quite a few in Washington and the world over that didn‘t expect the 

abrupt announcement. 

Links to this rushed authorization may be traced back to a topical high-level Chinese military 

delegation visit to Saudi Arabia in the end of March. Led by Defense Minister Wei Fenghe, the 

mission received a red carpet reception in Riyadh. 

During its trip to the Kingdom, the Chinese military commission had some productiveinteraction 

with Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman (MbS) and King Salman, where the two sides agreed 

to strengthen bilateral economic and military cooperation. 

Ostensibly,the United States proclaimed this chaoticPart 810 authorization in a bid to restrain 

Riyadh from relocating itself into the Chinese camp as well as to try and regain the declining 

trust of its key partner in Middle East. 

Riyadh declines to become an atomic power. In an interview with a U.S. television on 15-March-

2018, MbS said that his country isn‘t interested in acquiring nuclear bomb but if Tehran develops 

such a weapon, Riyadh will follow the suit as soon as possible. 

Saudi Arabia however is pursuing civil nuclear technology to meet the country‘s energy and 

water needs. The Kingdom‘s nuclear research center, King Abdullah City for Atomic and 

Renewable Energy (KACARE), is an integral part of Saudi Vision 2030 that aims to create an 

energy mix in which atomic energy plays a major role. 

The defense experts in Washington widely believe that Saudi Arabia is tracking its homegrown 

defense program with the help of China and Pakistan – inferring a Saudi swing towards the East 

over a potential divergence from the United States 
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Riyadh is also tailing an indigenousdefense program. Its state-owned defense organization, Saudi 

Arabia Defense Industries (SAMI), goals to localize more than 50% of the Kingdom‘s military 

spending and visions to be among the top-25 military industry companies by 2030. 

The defense experts in Washington widely believe that Saudi Arabia is tracking its homegrown 

defense program with the help of China and Pakistan – inferring a Saudi swing towards the East 

over a potential divergence from the United States. 

Earlier this year, an anonymous former Pentagon official told CNBC that Saudi‘ secret Strategic 

Rocket Forces (SRF), which avoids missing with American advisors, likely ‗operates with 

Chinese input‘. ‗Given that, Pakistan has close ties with both China and the Kingdom and has 

numerous advisors working with Saudi security agencies, I won‘t be surprised if there were 

Pakistani assistance as well‘, he added. 

Although Riyadh has historically beena strong U.S. defense ally but some recent diplomatic 

spats have reprimanded the Kingdom to quickly find new partners for its defense needs, 

particularly after Trump onslaught at Saudi King Salman who would not last in power ‗for two 

weeks‘ without the backing of the U.S. military. 

‗King – we‘re protecting you – you might not be there for two weeks without us – you have to 

pay for your military.‘ 

Previously in a post-cold war era, the susceptible U.S. behavior ‗gifted‘ Pakistan to China and 

yet again, Washington‘s whiplash policies are giving away the largest Middle East economy to 

Beijing – a move China won‘t mind at all. 

Pakistan carts robust economic and strategic relations with both China and Saudi Arabia and all 

of three nations have a chronicle of being battered by fitful Washington – so together they could 

expand economic and military cooperation to evolve into much stronger alliance in the region. 

As Islamabad has deep-rooted ties with some of the other Gulf nations as well, it could serve as 

an economic and military trade bridge between China and Middle East. Pakistan can escort 

Riyadh‘s ambitious defense program through its decades-long experiences of erecting the 

defense industry after the country was abandoned by the U.S. 

In addition, Saudi Arabia is in the process of diversifying its economy and wants to learn from 

incredible and consistent Chinese economic growth experiences over the years so that it can 

reform and widen its economic base. 

In his official visit to China on February 21-22, Crown Prince MbS gave several accolades to 

Beijing including pacifying byline ‗over such a long period of exchanges with China, we have 

never experienced any problems with China‘. 

While signing $28 billion of MOUs, MbS reassured his support for China‘s Belt and Road 

initiative (BRI). The MOUs include setting-up $10 billion refining and petrochemical complex in 

Chinese city of Panjin, which would help Saudi Arabia to emerge as the largest crude oil supplier 

to China. 
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Riyadh support for BRI is crucial for Beijing since a substantial volume of Chinese trade will 

pass through Saudi-adjacent Red Sea, on its way to Europe. The economic cooperation will also 

strengthen bilateral trade that rose 26.3% to $63.3 billion in 2018; largely favoring Saudi Arabia 

that‘s exports to China increased 44.5% to $45.9 billion for the year. 

As long as, the United States gestures to appear distant to Saudi Arabia, Riyadh is quickly 

responding by lining-up new partners, most importantly China as well as strengthening 

relationship with stalwart ally, Pakistan. 

The author works in a private organization as ‗Market & Business Analyst‘ and writes on 

domestic, regional, and global issues 
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Dawn News, 01-04-19 

Govt may cancel Chinese firm`s contract to lift garbage from West, Malir 

districts 

KARACHI: The Sindh Solid Waste Management Board (SSWMB) is learnt to have decided to 

issue a final 15-day show-cause notice to the Chinese company tasked with the disposal of solid 

waste in districts West and Malir for rescinding the contract due to the company`s poor 

performance. 

Well-placed sources told Dawn on Sunday that the notice to the Hangzhou Jinjiang Group 

Sanitation Services Company Ltd, which was awarded the contract in Oct 2017 for front-end 

collection and disposal of garbage in the city`s two districts, would be third in row as earlier 

notices were issued on July 18 and Dec 5, 2018, respectively, for unsatisfactory performance. 

They said that over 2,400 tonnes garbage was generated daily in West district, while the 

contracting firm was collecting only half of it before it suspended its operation a week ago. 

A spokesperson for the SSWMB said that the final notice to the Chinese firm would be issued in 

a couple of days as it was still under legal process and approval from the competent authority. 

Violation of agreement she said that the contracting firm did not make investment for solid waste 

management as per the agreement. `They inducted only 40 per cent machinery and 20 per cent 

staff`, she added. The spokesperson said that the performance of the contracting firm had never 

been satisfactory as there were always heaps of garbage in the two districts. 

She said that the SSWMB was managing the disposal of garbage in the vicinity through 

alternative resources with the assistance of the district municipal committee-West to ease out the 

situation. They said that the Supreme Courtmandated water commission had also taken notice of 

the low performance of the company and called its chief executive officer Managing Director A.  

Sanani told Dawn that the Chinese firm did not perform as per standardsset in the contract. `It 

also failed to bring required machinery and gear for solid municipal waste despite assurance 

before the water commission,` he added. 

The sources said that the contracting firm had requested the water commission for one-month 

time for improving its working in March, but it did not show any substantial improvement. They 

said that the door-to-door component of front end collection of solid municipal waste was the 

core item of the contract with the Chinese firm. The sources said that the contracting firm was 

required to do extensive and unceasing operations to removal of garbage from the doorsteps of 

people and sweeping of main roads, streets, lanes, footpaths and open spaces, and to bring the 

garbage to dustbins for further disposal to the 500-acre Jam Chakro landfill site, some 30-35 

kilometers from the city`s center. They said that no proper mechanism for public awareness for 

proper garbage disposal devised by the contractor as per agreement, causing poor waste 

management. 

The sources said that the machinery, vehicles, equipment, containers and bins were very short of 

quantity as per the agreement with the contractor. They said that the containers and bins were 
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also shortof the quantity mentioned in the contract and their unplanned placement on different 

places also increased the severity of the issue. Garbage lifting not even beginsinfourislands. The 

sources said, the contractor did not start its operation in four islands Shamspir, Baba, Bhit and 

Salihabad within the limits of West district as per the agreement. 

According to a representative of the Chinese firm, the operation in the islands could not start due 

to issue of transportation of municipal solid waste from there. He said that the firm suspended its 

operation due to non-payment of its dues to the provincial authorities. 

`We will resume our opera don, once our dues are cleared`, he said. Residents of West district 

said that piles of garbage were playing havoc with their lives as manual sweeping of primary 

roads, secondary main roads, streets and narrow lanes was not carried out for days. 

Unsatisfactory performance in Malir As for Malir, the sources said that the company`s 

performance was also unsatisfactory as it did not meet the required standards at any stage since 

the execution of the contract. They said that there was a huge shortage of at least 200 sanity 

workers in the Malir district, while most of the machinery of the company was out of order. 

The city`s solid waste management was extricated from the hands of the Karachi Metropolitan 

Corporation by the provincial government in 2014 through the Sindh Solid Waste Management 

Board Act-2013 adopted by the Sindh Assembly. The SSWMB contracted out garbage 

collection, taking it to the landfill sites, as well as sweeping streets, to a Chinese company for 

two districts, East and South, and to another Chinese company for Malir and West, out of total 

six districts of the city for a period of seven years. The garbage collection and disposal of 

districts Central and Korangi is being carried out by their respective DMCs. 

Dawn News, 01-04-19 

New unit for audit of CPEC projects 

LAHORE: A new unit has been set up for financial audit of the projects worth billions of dollars 

being carried out under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). 

Auditor-General of Pakistan Mr Javed Jehangir was quoted as telling a ceremony held at the 

Audit and Accounts Academy here on Sunday that CPEC directorate-general was being set up 

for financial audit of the projects being undertaken with the help of China. 

He said likewise three new units for audit of environment, social safety net and information 

system were also being set up. He said both the federal and provincial governments were 

demanding special audit of their development projects, expenditures and revenue generation for 

which the auditors would have to enhance their expertise in forensic, IT and environment audit. 
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Dawn News, 01-04-19 

Chinese investors are in no hurry to save the day 

FOR the third year in a row, equity investors have been left to fend for themselves. There is 

despondency in the air. One finds sullen faces in the trading hall, narrating tales of their never-

ending losses. Mukhtar Ali, a man in his late 50s, has been living off capital gains and dividends 

for years. He put his faith as well as entire early-retirement settlement money in stocks many 

years ago. `Half of my savings, roughly Rs6.4 million, have been wiped off in the market 

meltdown that knows no end, he says. Brokers and traders also sit idle as the average daily 

traded value of shares has dipped to just around Rs3 billion. `Three years ago, this was a vibrant 

place producing (the daily) traded value of over Rs20bn,` said a veteran broker. 

As earnings evaporate and regulations intensify, several brokers have closed down their 

businesses. A market watcher said that under the previous Companies Ordinance, no one except 

banks was allowed to accept cash deposits. However, under the new rules introduced a little 

while ago, Central Depository Company (CDC) and National Clearing Company of Pakistan 

(NCCPL) are empowered to carry out cash collection and shares settlement under the Direct 

Settlement Services and National Custodial Services. 

`The whole idea was to prevent the misuse of investors` money and shares for margin utilization 

and default payments... and to ensure that no broker took away and fled with investors` money,` 

he added. He noted that the new regulation enjoyed ceremonial presence only. According to a 

broker, brokerages are now required to follow the `impractical rule` of know your client (KYC) 

to comply with the requirements of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF). This has drastically 

reduced the number of new accounts. Stockbrokers hold a 20 per cent stake in the total issued 

capital of the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) while 10pc shares vest with the general public. But 

it is the majority 40pc strategic or `anchor` investment that is under the investors` glare. 

It was in the winter of 2016 that the PSX sold 40pc strategic `anchor` shares to a Chinese 

consortium at Rs28 apiece. In essence, the consortium paid Rs8.96bn for 320m shares. 

Last Friday, the PSX stock price stood at Rs14.50, meaning 40pc or Rs3.54bn has been wiped 

off from the price paid by the consortium a little over two years ago. 

But do the Chinese stakeholders fret over the loss? `The strategic investors have entered with a 

vision of 20 years. They are not fixated on the daily change in stock prices, said one stock 

strategist. According to an enraged fund manager, `If the anchor investors have lost money, so be 

it.` He complained that the foreign investors were expected to bring in investment, experience, 

technological assistance and newproducts like options and futures. But all that is still a dream. 

Early last month, the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) allowed an 

increase in the limit on foreign persons or institutions to acquire PXS shares up to 20pc of share 

capital from 10pc applicable under the Stock Exchange (Corporatization, Demutualization and 

Integration) Regulations 2012. The exchange stated that as per the SECP requirement, it was 

mandatory for foreign persons to disclose if they hold 1pc or foreign institutions if they hold 

2.5pc of PSX shares. On Dec 23, 2017, the SECP made amendmentstotheStock Exchange 
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(Corporatization, Demutualization and Integration) Regulations 2012, removing the ban on 

foreign investors to trade in the PSX stock. Yet, foreign persons, other than the foreign anchor 

investor, could not collectively directly or indirectly acquire or hold more than 10pc of the total 

issued share capital of the exchange. The amendment also provided that the commission could, if 

it deemed fit in the interest of the capital market, increase the limit of shareholding for foreign 

persons, other than foreign anchor investor, to 20pc of the total issued capital of the exchange. 

A person privy to the affairs affirmed that the PSX board had discussed and recommended to the 

SECP that it should raise the ceiling of foreign holding to 20pc a while ago. 

PSX CEO Richard Morin declined to comment on the increase in the limit, saying it is the 

prerogative of the apex regulator and the government.  

A member of the divestment committeethat oversaw the sale of strategic shares in 2016 said 

former finance minister Ishaq Dar was averse to giving a nod to the sale of 40pc PSX shares to a 

single party. This was why 30pc shares were offered to the Chinese consortium comprising three 

Chinese exchanges China Financial Futures Exchange Company Ltd (lead bidder), Shanghai 

Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange while two local financial institutions received 

5pc shares each. A veteran investor said that it was possible for the anchor investor to 

surreptitiously raise its stake to 50pc by an indirect acquisition of 10pc shares now offered to 

foreign investors.But he added that there was little inclination for the strategic investors to do 

that because the Stock Exchange (Corporatization, Demutualization and Integration) Regulations 

2012 contained a provision that allows the anchor investor to raise its equity stake to 51pc after 

three years of the first offer. `A little over two years have already gone by and the Chinese 

strategic investors will be at liberty to accumulate shares up to 51pc of the capital after a few 

months if they so wish,` said the high-net-worth individual. 

Some market watchers say that the regulator`s intention in raising the bar of foreign shareholding 

to 20pc was to encourage foreign inflows. Foreign investors have continued to seek an exit from 

the stock market for the fourth year in a row. Portfolio outflows in 2018 amounted to $534m. 

The sell-off continues in 2019 to date. Market strategists calculate that the current foreign 

investment in equities stands at $6bn, of which $1.6bn relates to portfolio investment while the 

rest is strategic holdings mainly in multinationals. • 

Dawn News, 03-04-19 

China border reopens after winter closure 

GILGIT: After four month`s closure, The China-Pakistan land border at Khunjerab pass 

reopened the other day, thus resuming the trade and travel activities between the two countries. 

According to Pakistan immigration officials, a first Northern Areas Transport Corporation bus 

carrying six passengers from Pakistan left for China. 

Under the protocol agreement signed by Pakistani and Chinese authorities, the border is usually 

closed on Nov 30 and reopens on April 1, owing to heavy snowfall. The Khunjerab pass is the 
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highest paved international border at an altitude of 15,500 feet. There has been a daily bus 

service across the boundary from Sost valley of Gilgit to Kashgar in Xinjiang. Talking to Dawn 

an official of Pakistan Customs said all arrangements had been finalized to start trade and travel 

activities between the two countries. The official said the pace of trade at the border was 

expected to increase this year because of the CPEC-related activity. 

Dawn News, 04-04-19 

US move not conducive to peace in South Asia: China 

WASHINGTON: The United States vowed on Wednesday to utilize `all available avenues` to 

ensure MasoodAzhar was held accountable but China warned Washington that this attitude could 

complicate an already tense situation in South Asia. 

`We can confirm that we circulated a draft UNSC resolution with UK and French support,` said a 

US State Department spokesperson when asked how the United States planned to deal with this 

issue. On March 27, the United States circulated a draft resolution to the 15-nation UN Security 

Council (UNSC) to blacklist Azhar and subject him to a travel ban, an assets freeze and an arms 

embargo. 

`We hope South Asia could maintain peace and stability and we hope India and Pakistan will 

engage in dialogue and through dialogue and consultation resolve outstanding issues,` said 

ChineseForeign Ministry spokesman GengShuang while explaining China`s policy on the 

dispute. 

Last month, India accused Azhar`sJaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) group of carrying out the Feb 14 

suicide bombing at Pulwama in India-held Kashmir (IHK) that killed 40 paramilitary troops and 

urged Pakistan to hand over Azhar, who was already under house arrest. Pakistan rejected the 

Indian claim, pointing out that the attack was carried out inside IHK and there`s no Pakistani 

involvement. 

On March 13, China put a technical hold on a French proposal to list Azhar under the UNSC 

1267 Al Qaeda Sanctions Committee and asked for more consultations before bringing the 

matter to the UNSC for a vote. The State Department spokesman insisted that Washington also 

wanted to route its move to brand Azhara UN-designated terrorist through this committee but it 

was not against using other options.  

`While we strongly prefer that UNSC designations take place through the committee process, the 

United States and its allies and partners, including those on the UN Security Council, will utilize 

all available avenues to ensure thatthefounder andleaderoftheUN-designated terrorist 

organizationJeM is held accountable by the international community,` the spokesman added. 

MrGeng, however, said that the US threat to use `all available avenues` was not helpful 

particularly when JeM`s involvement in the Pulwama attack had not yet been proven. 

China, he said, had taken a `constructive and reasonable stand` on the issue while the US stance 

was not conducive to peace and stability in South Asia. 
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On Monday, MrGeng said that the US decision to go directly to the UNSC to designate Azhar 

aimed to scuttle China`s efforts to resolve the issue amicably. China, he said, had already made 

`positive progress` towards its goal. 

MrGeng said the vast majority of UNSC members believed that terrorist designations should be 

routed through the sanctions committee and should be resolved through consultation instead of 

pushing the draft resolution at the UNSC. 

`Also China has been working hard with relevant sides and is making positive results. The US 

knows that very well. Under such circumstances the US still insists on pushing the draft 

resolution, doesn`t make any sense, he said. MrGeng said Washington`s action was not 

consistent with the UN rules and customary practice and sets a bad precedent. `It is only 

complicating the issue and not conducive to peace and stability in South Asia,` he said. `China 

will continue to adopt constructive and responsible attitude to participate in discussions and 

deliberations on the designation issue,` he said. `We hope this issue will finally be resolved 

properly, ` he said. 

Dawn News, 05-04-19 

NA speaker forms panel on CPEC to oversee projects 

ISLAMABAD: National Assembly Speaker Asad Qaiser on Thursday constituted a 

parliamentary committee on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to oversee ongoing 

projects despite `reservations` by members of the Senate over the move. According to an official 

announcement by the National Assembly Secretariat, the speaker has constituted the committee 

in pursuance of motions adopted by the National Assembly during its sitting on Feb 21 and the 

Senate on March 1. The committee comprises 14 members of the National Assembly and seven 

senators belonging to all major political parties having representation in parliament.  

The members from the National Assembly are: Noor Alam Khan, Sher Ali Arbab, Sadagat Ali 

Khan, Umer Aslam Khan, Mir Khan Mohammad Jamali and Zile Huma of the ruling Pakistan 

Tehreeki-Insaf (PTI), Ghous Bux Khan Mahar of the Grand Democratic Alliance (GDA), Ahsan 

Iqbal, Murtaza Javed Abbasi, Syed Imran Ahmed Shah and Mehnaz Akber Aziz of the Pakistan 

Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N), Raza Rabani of the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP), Zahid 

Akram Durani of the Muttahida Majlis-iAmal (MMA) and Mohammad Aslam Bhootani, an 

independent MNA from Gwadar (Balochistan). 

The names of seven senators will be included in the committee when they will be nominated by 

Senate Chairman Sadiq Sanjrani in pursuance of the said motions. It is interesting to note that a 

special committee of the Senate on the CPEC is already functioning and its members have even 

visited the sites of the project in Balochistan. The Senate committee is headed by Sherry Rehman 

of the PPP. Sources in the Senate Secretariat told Dawn those members of the upper housewere 

unwilling to become a part of the parliamentary committee formed by the speaker. They said that 

at a recent meeting of the House Business Advisory Committee presided over by Senate 

Chairman Sadiq Sanjrani, a number of senators both from the treasury and the opposition, while 
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expressing their views, had termed the formation of a new parliamentary committee on the 

CPEC unnecessary in the presence of the Senate committee. 

The sources said that the senators were opposing the move fearing that the parliamentary 

committee was being formed so that the ruling party could get control of the secretariat presently 

functioning to facilitate the committee. They said that it had been decided during the meeting 

that the Senate committee would not be abolished even if the speaker notified the formation of 

the parliamentary committee as it had happened in the past too. 

When contacted, Leader of the House in the Senate Shibli Faraz, who had moved the motion in 

the house regarding formation of the parliamentary committee, said that he was unaware of the 

decisions taken by the business advisory committee as he had participated in it for a brief period 

due to his poor health condition. Meanwhile, in the notification, the speaker has also elaborated 

the functions of the committee.  

It says that the committee will perform functions of oversight of CPEC projects, monitor 

implementation of the projects and make recommendations for speedy and timelyimplementation 

of the projects. The committee may make suggestions for improvements that may result in cost 

and time reduction as well as provision of better services to the public. Besides this, the 

committee will `endeavor to promote consensus and support for CPECin the federation`.  

The committee will be required to present its periodical reports to both the houses of parliament 

and it may make rules to regulate its procedure. The projects being carried out under the CPEC 

are regularly being reviewed by a number of committees of the two houses of parliament, 

including the committees on planning and development and communications. 

Dawn News, 05-04-19 

Chinese firm plans $500m investment in garment sector 

LAHORE: A Chinese company, Shanghai Challenge Textile, plans to invest up to $500 million 

on the development of a private Special Economic Zone (SEZ) spread on an area of 400 acres 

near Kasur for estabbshing an exclusive apparelpark for garments and allied industries.  

The investors expect the project to complete and start production for the export markets in the 

next two years. The entire garment production from the apparel park will be meant for 

exportmarkets andis estimated to bring in foreign exchange revenue of $300m to $500m a year. 

The park will be developed by the China Railway 20 Co. Pakistan as its ECP contractor with the 

PakChina Investment Company providing financing for the project. 

The Punjab Board of Investment and Trade (PBIT), the provincial investment promotion agency, 

will act as the facilitating agency. Shanghai Challenge Apparelalready has a facility in Lahore 

and had a few years back bought almost 25 per cent shareholding in the Faisalabad-based 

Masood Textile Mills. 

`The investor company has already started acquiring land for developing the park. Once it 

completes land acquisition, it will begin the process for SEZ status,` PBIT chief executive officer 

(CEO) Jahanzeb Burana told Dawn. He said the entire project from acquisition of land to 
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establishment of factories was a `private venture by the Chinese company` and the government 

was not involved in it in any way. `We at the PBIT will only be facilitating it,` he said, adding 

the park will have its own power station.The Chinese investors also signed four-party 

Cooperation Framework Agreement in this regard at the PBIT with the Punjab government on 

Thursday. The agreement was signed by senior executives of China Railway 20 Co. 

Shanghai Yuanyi Industry. Pak-China Investment Company and PBIT,Provincial industries, 

commerce and investment minister Aslam Iqbal and China`s Consulate General in Lahore Long 

Dingbin witnessed the ceremony. 

The investment plan will formally be announced during Prime Minister Imran Khan`s next visit 

to Beijing towards the end of this month, Mr Burana said.The Chinese investors also signed a 

four-party Cooperation Framework Agreement in this regard at the PBIT with the Punjab 

government on Thursday. The agreement was signed by senior executives of China Railway 20 

Co. 

Pakistan, Shanghai Yuanyi Industry Company, Pak-China Investment Company and PBIT. 

Provincial industries, commerce and investment minister Aslam Iqbal and China`s Consulate 

General in Lahore Long Dingbin witnessed the ceremony. The investment plan will formally be 

announced during Prime Minister Imran Khan`s next visit to Beijing towards the end of this 

month, Mr Burana said. 

Dawn News, 06-04-19 

CPEC to boost industrial collaboration: Dawood 

ISLAMABAD: Adviser to the Prime Minister on Commerce, Industry and Investment Abdul 

RazakDawood on Friday said that the stage for the second phase of the China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor (CPEC) was now set to expedite the industrial collaboration, which would 

help attract private investments and diversify the country`s exports. 

`We are now in the second phase of CPEC where industrialization and agriculture growth would 

be the main goals of the current regime,` he told the first meeting of the CPEC business council 

under the Board of Investment (BoI). Special economic zones (SEZs) have been the engine of 

growth for many developing states around the world for the last few decades and it`s the high 

time for Pakistan to convert its SEZs into growth hubs, he said. 

MrDawood expressed the hope that SEZs would attract investment from diversiñed sources 

because they offered a combination of tax-and-tariff incentives, streamlined customs procedures 

and less regulation.The production of finished goods was the topmost priority, which will help 

Pakistan in reducing trade deñcit, he added. 

Minister for Planning and Development and Reforms KhusroBakhtyar,whoco-chaired the 

CPECbusiness council meeting with MrDawood, stated thatthe purpose behindestablishing the 
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forum was to create an interface between the government and business community and take 

forward the industrial cooperation between Pakistan andChina to new heights for mutual benefit. 

`Through industrial cooperation, we also want to address trade imbalance, broaden market access 

for agricultural products and encourage business-to-business cooperation between the two 

countries,`Mr Bakhtyar said. Stating that the scope of the CPEC had been expanded with focus 

on industrial and agriculture cooperation, socio-economic development, trade and market access, 

the planning minister expressed optimism that creation of the CPEC business council with 

representation from private sector leading associations and companies in various areas would 

accelerate the pace of industrialization under the umbrella of the mega project. 

MrBakhtyar said that the focus was to boost Pakistan`s industrial capacity through joint ventures 

in priority areas, relocation of labour intensive export-led industry and collaboration of small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs) and enhance vocational training capacity. 

Earlier, Board of Investment chairman Haroon Sharif welcomed all the members to the first 

meeting of the council and said that the BoI would serve as secretariat for the CPEC business 

council, adding that a dedicated team of professionals had been hired in this regard. 

He said the BoI was improving its capacity to deal with matters of industrial cooperation with 

China and urged the members to come up with tangible suggestions in this regard. Planning and 

Development Secretary ZafarHasan, CPEC project director Hassan Daud and representatives 

from leading associations and companies also attended the meeting.  

The business council secretary and executive director general of the BoI, FareenaMazhar, briefed 

the members on the progress in SEZs and incentive packagesundertheindustrial cooperation. 

Dawn News, 07-04-19 

Tribute paid to Chinese, Pakistanis who died during KKH construction 

GILGIT: Tributes were paid to Chinese and Pakistani citizens who died during construction of 

the Karakoram Highway which connects the two countries. 

A ceremony organized by the Chinese embassy was held at the Chinese memorial graveyard in 

Danyor area of Gilgit to pay homage and remember 800 persons, including 108 Chinese 

engineers and laborers, who lost their lives during construction of KKH from 1966 to 1978. 

The Chinese embassy counselor, Li Yuanling, and other officials and nationals of the country, 

GB Assembly Deputy Speaker Jaffarullah Khan, government officials, relatives of the martyrs, 

students and business community members attended the ceremony. 

The participants observed one minute silence in memory of the martyrs and laid floral wreaths at 

the Chinese memorial graveyard. GB Board of Investment vice chairman Raja NazeemulAmeen 

told Dawn that every year families of the martyrs came from China to offer rituals at their 

gravesites. According to Chinese tradition, in April which herald‘s arrival of spring season, 
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relatives of the dead lay floral wreaths at their graves and bow to pay respects to them, he said, 

adding this ritual was also an annual feature at the Chinese graveyard in Gilgit in April.  

MrAmeen said the Chinese graveyard had been built in memory of martyrs of KKH, adding the 

road had played vital role in cementing friendship between Pakistan and China. Addressing the 

ceremony, Chinese diplomat Li Yuanling said the monument built in the memory of KKH 

martyrs reminded them of the sacrifices of the people while constructing the road. `We cannot 

forget their sacrifices, the Pakistan and China friendship is not a simple slogan, it is practical and 

strong, ` he said. 

MrYuanling said CPEC had further cemented relations between the two countries. Jaffarullah 

Khan said strong Sino-Pak relations were the result of the sacrifices of the people while building 

the 8th wonder of the world.-Correspondent 

Dawn News, 07-04-19 

The geo-economics of CPEC 

GRAPPLING with a crippling economic crisis at home, Pakistan is compelled to tread slowly 

and carefully in the emerging geo-economics and politics of the region. Although financial help 

and support from China, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have contributed to partially resolving the 

country`s balance of payments crisis, yet an IMF bailout seems inevitable. Some would translate 

it as a return to old partners in the West or the US to be more precise. 

The outgoing government used the investment under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 

(CPEC) not only to overcome the energy crisis and infrastructure-building but also to counter 

pressure from the US, which was growing with the resurgence of the Taliban in Afghanistan. 

The previous government also tried to maintain Pakistan`s traditional policy of keeping a balance 

in its relationship with Saudi Arabia and Iran and, therefore, withstood pressure to send Pakistani 

troops into Yemen. The government of Prime Minister Imran Khan has apparently completely 

revised Pakistan`s Middle East policy. There is an impression in national and international policy 

circles that, in the process of economic recovery, Pakistan has lost its geopolitical equilibrium as 

well. 

CPEC, which was until recently being projected as a game-changer for the country and the 

region, has lost its attraction in policy discourse. In the process of rationalization of CPEC 

projects, Pakistan has put many projects on hold, thus discouraging private Chinese companies 

and individuals from investing in the special economic zones (SEZs).  

Beijing has supported Mr Khan`s idea of rationalizing CPEC projects for two major reasons. 

First, the aggravating economic situation in Pakistan has made China concerned about the 

repayment of the loans it has provided for CPEC projects. Second, China wanted to give time to 

Pakistan`s new government to overcome its economic challenges, for which it also provided a 

couple of bailout packages.  
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The government also tried very hard to diversify its options for the foreign investment, and 

succeeded to a certain extent but with a heavy price. Pakistan is fast losing balance in its 

relationshipwith Iran and Saudi Arabia. The $10 billion Saudi pledge for a refinery and 

petrochemicals complex in Gwadar has not only come as cause for caution for Iran, but also 

China. The latter has concerns that it may lead to Saudi-Iranian proxy warfare in the coastal 

region, at the bottleneck of CPEC. The Baloch in Gwadar also see the refinery in the context of 

Iran-Saudi Arabia rivalry. They believe it will bring in US influence due to the common strategic 

objectives of the Saudis and Americans against Iran. Though the refinery would be set up about 

100 kilometers away from the Pakistan-Iran border, it will continue to perturb China.  

Pakistan`s support for talks between the Afghan Taliban and the US is widely welcomed. It 

could become a hugely positive contribution to regional peace if reconciliation is achieved. But 

many in Pakistan are also arguing about what this country has achieved so far through the 

facilitation of a peace process. An IMF bailout package could be one but, at the same time, the 

US is not willing to reduce pressure on Pakistan on multiple strategic fronts. It is believed 

Pakistan could have gained much more had it extended its support for the peace process a few 

years ago, when the Obama administration was desperate to achieve a peaceful resolution in 

Afghanistan. 

It is not the economy alone that has pushed Pakistan to a restricted geopolitical position but also 

the militant groups. Some analysts even suspect that the Afghan Taliban will remain a reliable 

ally of Pakistan after entering into a peace agreement in Afghanistan. Certainly, by bringing the 

Taliban to the table, Pakistan has done what it had been avoiding for several years. Internal 

security and economic challenges notwithstanding, international compulsions and obligations are 

also bearing upon Pakistan`s policy responses. 

Looking ahead, Pakistan needs to develop a geo-economics framework of engagement with its 

neighbors and allies. This country can make sure that Saudi investment is coming with no 

geostrategic strings attached, and that it would be for economic purposes only under the 

compulsion of the Saudi Vision 2030. Pakistan must not allow any proxy group to use its soil 

against neighbors.Though it would be difficult to maintain such a relationship with an assertive 

Saudi regime, Pakistan can maintain a balance through a ChinaPakistan-Iran economic 

partnership. 

To balance the Iran-Afghanistan-India bond of Chabahar port, China and Pakistan can work 

towards connecting Chabahar and Gwadar ports. China and Iran have both hinted at the ports` 

connectivity through joint initiatives. Chinese academics consider a trade relationship with Iran 

via Gwadar as one of the major outcomes of CPEC. Pakistan also needs to speed up transnational 

energy projects with Afghanistan, apart from taking initiatives to boost bilateral trade.  

Though CPEC has not fulfilled the expectations of the common man, especially in Balochistan 

where it has not generated the expected economic activities and employment opportunities for 

the local people yet speedy development on the SEZs in Gwadar can address their many 

grievances. The Balochistan government is inviting domestic and foreign donors and investors 
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for infrastructure projects, which can attract private Chinese investors, who are moving towards 

East and Central Asia. New Chinese investors are desperately looking for investment avenues 

across the world, mainly in Asia. 

The US role in the region is not expected to subside even after a peace agreement with the 

Taliban is reached. Pakistan will remain an important working partner, if not strategic ally, for 

the US in the Indian Ocean and in neighboring regions. For that, the relationship has to be taken 

out of the shadows of mistrust and non-state actors. 

It is often heard in strategic policy discussions in the federal capital that Pakistan is changing its 

focus from geostrategic to geo-economics, but this transition needs a clear direction. Pakistan has 

to set out priorities of a traditional zero-sum game to ensure that its relationship with one nation 

do not come at the cost of its relationship with another. 

This country does not have a multiplicity of options to attract foreign investment, and those that 

are available need to be fully harnessed. The writer is a security analyst. 

Dawn News, 08-04-19 

CPEC parliamentary panel to elect its chief on 16th 

ISLAMABAD: A meeting of the newly formed Parliamentary Committee on China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor (CPEC) has been convened on April 16 for election of its chairman without 

waiting for nominations from the Senate, Dawn has learnt. A notice issued by the National 

Assembly Secretariat says that the 14-member Parliamentary Committee on CPEC will be held 

at 3pm on April 16 `for election of its chairman`. A list attached to the notice contains the names 

of 14 members from the National Assembly only, while there is no mention of any senator 

despite the fact that NA Speaker AsadQaiser had constituted the committee in pursuance of 

motions adopted by the National Assembly during its sitting on Feb 21st and the Senate on 

March 1
st
.   

The speaker had last week notified the formation of the parliamentary committee to oversee the 

ongoing projects despite reservations by senators over the move. The committee, according to 

the notification, comprises 14 MNAs and sevensenators belonging to all major parties having 

representation in parliament. The names of seven senators were to be included in the committee 

when they would be nominated by Senate Chairman SadiqSanjrani in pursuance of the said 

motions, according to the notification.  

The members from the National Assembly are: Noor Alam Khan, Sher Ali Arbab, Sadagat Ali 

Khan, UmerAslam Khan, Mir Khan Mohammad Jamali and ZileHuma of the ruling Pakistan 

Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI), GhousBux Khan Mahar of the Grand Democratic Alliance (GDA), 

AhsanIqbal, MurtazaJavedAbbasi, Syed Imran Ahmed Shah and MehnazAkber Aziz of the 

Pakistan Muslim League-N (PMLN), RazaRabbani of the Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP), 
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ZahidAkramDurrani of the MuttahidaMajlis-i-Amal (MMA) and Muhammad AslamBhootani, 

an independent MNA from Gwadar(Balochistan). 

It is interesting to note that a special committee of the Senate on CPEC has already been 

functioning and its members have even visited sites of the project in Balochistan. The Senate 

committee is headed by Sherry Rehman of the PPP. Sources in the Senate Secretariat told Dawn 

that members of the upper house were unwilling to become a part of the parliamentary 

committee formed by the speaker. They said that in a recent meeting of the House Business 

Advisory Committee presided over by Chairman SadiqSanjrani, senators from the treasury and 

the opposition had termed the formation of a new parliamentary committee on CPEC 

unnecessary in the presence of the Senate committee 

The sources said the senators opposed the move fearing that the parliamentary committee was 

being set up so that the ruling party could get control of the secretariat functioning to facilitate 

the committee. They said it had been decided in the meeting that the Senate committee would not 

be abolished even if the speaker notified the formation of the parliamentary committee as it had 

happened in the past too. 

When contacted, several members of the committee expressed their ignorance about reports that 

senators were not willing to be the part of the committee. 

Dawn News, 11-04-19 

Agri varsity signs MoU with Chinese lab 

RAWALPINDI: The PirMehr Ali Shah Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi`s National 

Centre for Livestock Breeding, Genetics and Genomics (NCLBGG) signed a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) on Wednesday with the CAASILRI Joint Laboratory on Livestock and 

Forage Genetic Resource (JLLFGR), which is based in Beijing, China. 

The MoU`s objective is to enhance the genetic potential of local livestock for food security and 

poverty alleviation. It will also help establish a long-term relationship for the purposes of 

exploring complementary research, institutional development and capacity building skills of both 

organizations. 

Dr Mohammad Moaeen ud din, the director of the NCLBGG, and JLLFGR chief manager and 

senior scientist DrJian-Lin Han signed the agreements on behalf of their respective 

organizations. Staff Reporter 
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Dawn News, 12-04-19 

CPEC enjoys top priority, PM tells Chinese delegation 

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan said on Thursday the government accorded top 

priority to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and that it would provide all possible 

facilities to companies working on the project. 

Chairing a meeting with representatives of 15 leading Chinese companies working on various 

CPEC and other projects in Pakistan, the prime minister said: `The project [CPEC] will not only 

help in translating all-weather PakChina relations into mutually beneficial economic equation, 

but will also open new vistas of opportunities for the entire region. 

The Chinese delegation included representatives of the Power China, Three Gorges Corporadon, 

Huawei, Zong, China Gezhouba Corporation, China State Construction, China Harbor, Haier and 

the companies working on Neelum-Jhelum Power Plant Project, Port Qasim Power Plant, Orange 

Line Project and Matiari-Lahore Transmission Line Project. Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan 

Yao Jing accompanied the delegation. 

Federal Power Minister Omar Ayub Khan, Minister for Planning Makhdoom Khusro Bakhtiar, 

Board of Investment (BOI) Chairman Haroon Sharif and Chairman of the PM`s Task Force on 

Energy Nadeem Babar were also present. 

Talking to the Chinesedelegation, the prime minister said: `The government will provide all 

possible facilitation to the Chinese companies in undertaking profitable business ventures and 

taking advantage of business-friendly policies of the present government. 

The Chinese ambassador said the leadership of his country was looking forward to Prime 

Minister Khan`s visit to China. 

He thanked the prime minister on behalf of the Chinese leadership and business community for 

his personal interest in facilitating Chinese businessmen and addressing their issues. 

He said Chinese companies would continue to partner with the government of Pakistan in socio 

economic development of the country. 

Tourism zones in KP, Punjab In another meeting, Prime Minister Khan was told that 11 

integrated tourism zones (ITZs) would be established in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and replicating 

this model, eight such zones would be set up in Punjab. 

The ITZs would not only serve to showcase tourist potential of the country and promote tourism, 

but would also ensure preservation of natural beauty, biodiversity and forests cover and 

promotion of eco-tourism, he was told. 

The meeting was attended by Fawad Chaudhry, federal minister for information; Sayed Zulfiqar 

Abbas Bukhari, special assistant to the PM on overseas Pakistanis; Haroon Sharif, chairman of 

the BOI; Yasir Humayun, tourism minister of Punjab; Atif Khan, KP tourism minister; Shahram 

Khan Taraki, KP minister for local government; SultanMohammad Khan, KP minister for law 

and parliamentary affairs and Rashid Mehmood Langrial, secretary of tourism, KP. 
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The prime minister was apprised about new initiatives being taken to promote tourism in KP and 

Punjab. A detailed briefing was also made about the draft Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Tourism Act-

2019. 

The tourism minister of KP shared salient features of the draft legislation on tourism and said 

under the ambit of this coming law exclusive jurisdiction would be clearly chalked out to avoid 

coordination problems and overcome low performance capacity of organizations. The PM was 

told that private sector would play a leading role in development of tourism while the 

government would provide an enabling environment and act as a facilitator. 

Some of the areas where the ITZs will be set up are: Gabeen Jabba, (elevation 9,200 feet), 

Mankyal (8,700ft) and Bayon, (11,000ft) in Swat; Bir Mughlasht (9,000f t), Golain (10,400ft) 

and Qaglasht (7,500ft) in Chital; Burwai, Naran (10,000ft) and Mahaban, Buner (6,600f t). 

Prime Minister Khan was told that internationally successful models were being followed for 

promoting tourism in the country. He said with the development of tourist resorts and provision 

of required facilities, the tourism sector would receive tremendous boost. 

He directed the authorizes concerned to launch a website identifying all tourist zones being set 

up and providing detailed information about them for the benefit of local and foreign tourists. 
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Dunya News, 01-04-19 
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Dunya News, 02-04-19 
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Nawaiwaqt News, 03-04-19 

 

ضے پاکطتاى کے لرضے ادا کرے: رحوي هلک یآهذً یک کیپ یض يیچ  

 ین  ا ا ک  ہص اپاتسکؿ ےک ضرںو  یک االسؾ ٓاابد)ٓایئ ا نی یپ ( اپاتسکؿ زلپیپ اپریٹ ےک رامنہ اسقب وزری داہلخ رامحؿ کلم ےن اہک ےہ ہک ینیچ وکحتم یس کیپ وصنمہب یک ٓادم

اطخب رکےت وہےئ اوہن  ےن اہک ہک یس کیپ وصنمہب رپ  اؾ زلپیپ ادایگیئ ںیم ادا رکے ، یس کیپ ےک الخػ دنمش وقوت  ےن یفنم رپوڈنگیپا رک راھک ےہ۔ یس کیپ  ارفنسن ےس 

۔اپریٹ ےک دور ںیم رشوع وہا بج ہک وگادر دنبراگوہ   ا اگنسوپر یک ینپمک ےس اعمدہہ زلپیپ اپریٹ ےک دور ںیم متخ ایک ایگ۔   

Nawaiwaqt News, 04-04-19 

 

اب دیٌگے: احطي البالعوراى خاى کو ضی پیک لبول ًہیں، هراد ضعیذ کو عذالت هیں جو  

ازلاامت  ا وجاب دعاتل ںیم دای  االسؾ ٓاابد )وناےئ وتق روپرٹ( ملسم گیل ؿ ےک رامنہ انسح اابقؽ ےن رماد دیعس ےک ایبؿ رپ رد لمع ںیم اہک ےہ ہک رماد دیعس ےک اگچبہن

وبقؽ ںیہن ایک۔ ڑگپی ااھچےنل واول  وک اقونؿ یک رگتف ںیم الںیئ ےگ۔ رماد دیعس  اجےئ اگ۔ رماد دیعس ںیم در الص رمعاؿ اخؿ وبؽ راہ ےہ رمعاؿ اخؿ ےن یس کیپ وک دؽ ےس

یک افشتیف وک دوون  اممکل ےن  ےک اپس وپری وکحیتم رنیشمی ےہ۔ شیتفت رکاںیئ یس کیپ ےک امتؾ وصنمےب اپاتسکؿ اور نیچ یک رتشمہک رگنا ین ںیم اجری ںیہ یس کیپ وصنموب 

۔یس کیپ دنمش الیب  ا ٓاہل  ار ےنب وہےئ ںیہ۔ اتلمؿ رھکس وصنمےب یک وظنمری اکنکی ےن دی۔ینیقی انبای ےہ۔ رماد دیعس   

 

 

Nawaiwaqt News, 05-04-19 

ایکڑ پر ضپیشل اکٌاهک زوى بٌے گا: هعاہذے پر  044‘ چیٌی کوپٌیاں پٌجاب هیں گارهٌٹص فیکٹریاں لگائیں گی

 دضتخط

 ینپمک ےک امنیب اجنپب رسامہی  اری وبرڈ ےک درتف  الوہر ) ارمس روپررٹ( اجنپب وکحتم اور نیچ

 

ٹ

 

من

 

 سٹ
ی

یک وینپمک  اچہنئ رولیے، اھگنشیئ ویانیئ اڈنرٹسی ینپمک اور اپک اچہنئ اون

و اجترت ایم  املس اابقؽ،  ری تعنصںیم رفمی ورک اعمدہے رپ دطختس ےیک ےئگ۔ اعمدہے یک رو ےس ینیچ اینپمک  اجنپب ںیم اگرسٹنم رٹکیس ںیم رسامہی  اری رکںی یگ۔ وصابیئ وز

 

 

ن
 
گب

، یس ای او اجنپب وبرڈ رباےئ رسامہی  اری و اجترت اہجزنبی رباہن، رشیق ادمح وپیٹ اور ینیچ وینپمک  ےک (Mr. Long Digbin) الوہر ںیم نیچ ےک وقلصن رنجؽ ولگن ڈ

  ےیک۔ وصابیئ وزری ےن اس ومپ رپاکحؾ رقتبی ںیم وموجد ےھت۔ اجنپب رسامہی  اری وبڈ ےک فیچ ازگیوٹکی ٓارسیف اہجزنبی رباہن اور ینیچ وینپمک  ےک اکحؾ ےن اعمدہے رپ دطختس

 ینیچ اینپمک  اگرسٹنم ایرٹکای  وگتفگرکےت وہےئ اہک ہک ینیچ وینپمک  ےک اسھت ےط اپےن واال اعمدہہ اترخی اسز ےہ۔ اچر وس اڑکی رےبق رپ لشیپس اانککم زوؿ ےنب اگ سج ںیم

ر ےک وماپ  رسی ٓاںیئ ےگ۔ اوہن  ےن اہک ہک وزری ا مظ رمعاؿ ارفاد وک روزاگ 0555اگلںیئ یگ۔ ہی ویٹن ےنگل ےس اجنپب ںیم ااصتقدی رسرگایم  ڑبںیھ یگ سج ےس مک از مک 

  یک اج ے ےس ےنگل وارا اگرسٹنم اخؿ روا  امہ نیچ  ا دورہ رکںی ےگ سج ےس اپاتسکؿ ںیم یئن رسامہی  اری ٓاےئ یگ اور دو رطہف اعتوؿ ڑبےھ اگ۔ اوہن  ےن اہک ہک ینیچ وینپمک

 یگ۔ اجیگیئ۔ رہ زیچ اہی  ےنب یگ اور اگرسٹنم اہی  ےس ربٓادم وہ یگ۔ ہی ایھب ٓااغز ےہ اپاتسکؿ ںیم نیچ یک زمدی رسامہی  اری زیتی ےس ٓاےئ اڈنرٹسی ےئلیک وکیئ زیچ درٓادم ںیہن یک

ےک ریفس یھب رشتک رکںی ےگ۔ ینیچ ارپلی وک لصیف ٓاابد یک امی رھتی اڈنرٹسلی زوؿ ںیم وؿ وڈنو رسوس  ا ااتتفح ایک اج راہ ےہ اور اس رقتبی ںیم نیچ 05اوہن  ےن اہک ہک
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دارو  وک وبضمط انب ای اجر اہ ےہ اور ویٹاٹ ےک اینپمک  اہی  اانپ اپور الپٹن یھب اگلںیئ یگ۔وصابیئ وزری ےن ڈیمای ےک امندنئو  ےک وساول   ا وجاب دےتی وہےئ اہک ہک ینف میلعت ےک ا

 ےن اس ومپ رپ وگتفگ رکےت وہےئ اہک ہک اجنپب ںیم رسامہی  اری ےئلیک اسزاگر املوؽ وموجد ےہ اور دارئہ  ار وک ڑباھےن ےئلیک یھب  اؾ رک رےہ ںیہ۔ ینیچ وقلصن

 

ن
 
گب

 رنجؽ ولگن ڈ

  زمدی ینیچ اینپمک  اہی  ہسیپ اگلان اچیتہ ںیہ۔ ادیم ےہ ہک اجنپب ینیچ رسامہی  ارو  وک رتہب ےس رتہب وہسںیتل دے اگ۔

 

Nawaiwaqt News, 06-04-19 

وبوں پر شیڈول کے هطابك کام جاری ہے: چیٌی ضفیرضی پیک هٌص  

دت ںیم ےس ضعب ایصخشت اپاتسکؿ  ا دورہ االسؾ ٓاابد )اجودی دصقی( اپاتسکؿ ںیم نیچ ےک ریفس ژأو ایجگن ےن اہک ےہ ہک رمعاؿ اخؿ ےک ایس امہ دورہ نیچ ےک دعب نیچ یک ایلع ایق

رکےت وہےئ اوہن  ےن اہک ہک دوون  وکلم  ےک اقلعتت رہ زگرےت دؿ اسیکھت وبضمط وہرےہ ںیہ۔ اوہن  ےن اس  رکںی یگ۔ ا ک افسریت رقتبی ںیم وناےئ وتق ےس وگتفگ

ر اریئ ری ےہ۔ وزریا مظ ےن احؽ یہ ںیم وگاداترث وک طلغ ضرار دای ہک نیچ اپاتسکؿ ںیم یس کیپ رپ  اؾ یک راتفر ےس نئمطم ںیہن اور اہک ہک امتؾ وصنموب  رپ  اؾ ڈیشوؽ ےک اطمقب اج

دہ دیپسچل ںیہن یتیل ےب اینبد ےہ۔ وپرٹ یک ریمعت  ا ااتتفح ایک۔ دوون  اممکل یس کیپ وصنموب  وک تہب اتیمہ دےتی ںیہ۔ ہی اترث ہک وموجدہ وکحتم یس کیپ وصنموب  ںیم زای

اس دورہ ےک دعب  اؾ یک راتفر زمدی زیت وہ اجےئ یگ۔ وزریا مظ ےک دورہ نیچ ےک دوراؿ یس کیپ ےس قلعتم امتؾ وصنموب  رپ لیصفت ےس ابتدہل ایخؽ وہاگ اور  
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Nawaiwaqt News, 07-04-19 

زرعی ترلی اہن اہذاف ہوًگے: عبذالرزاق دائود‘ کاریضی پیک کے دوضرے هرحلے هیں صٌعت   

ہک اپک نیچ ااصتقدی رادہاری )یس کیپ( ےک دورسے رمےلح  االسؾ ٓاابد)ٓاؿ النئ( وزری ا مظ ےک ریشم رباےئ اجترت، تعنص اور رسامہی  اری دبعارلزاؼ دأود ےن اہک ےہ

دےنی ںیم دمد ےلم یگ۔ رسامہی  اری ےک ےیل اجیٹس اب یتعنص اعتوؿ ےک ےیل رقمر ایک ایگ ےہ، سج ےس یجن رسامہی  اری وک اینپ رطػ وتمہج رکےن اور کلم یک ربٓادمات وک رفوغ 

ےلہپ االجس ںیم وزریا مظ ےک ریشم اجترت ،تعنص اور رسامہی  اری دبعارلزاؼ داود ےن اہک ہک مہ اب یس کیپ ےک دورسے وبرڈ )یب او ٓایئ( ےک تحت یس کیپ زبسن وکلسن ےک 

 زگہتش ھچک داہویئ  ےس داینرمےلح ںیم ںیہ ،اہج  تعنص  اری اور زریع رتیق وموجدہ وکحتم  ا امہ ادہاػ وہ  ےگ۔اوہن  ےن اہک ہک وصخیص ااصتقدی زوزن )اسی ای زسی( 

یت رمم  ںیم لیدلی رکے۔ اوہن  ےن رھب یک یئک رتیق ذپری رایوتس  ےک ےیل رتیق  ا انجن راہ ےہ اور ہی اپاتسکؿ ےک ےیل رتہب وتق ےہ ہک وہ اےنپ وصخیص ااصتقدی زوؿ وک رتایق

ویکہکن ہی سکیٹ اور ریٹػ یک رمااعت، مٹسک رطےقی وک درتس اور مک  اس ادیم  ا ااہظر ایک ہک وصخیص ااصتقدی زوزن فلتخم ذراعئ ےس رسامہی  اری وک اینپ رطػ وتمہج رکںی ےگ

دمد ےلم یگ۔اس ومپ رپ ریشم اجترت اسیکھت  اپدنبوی  یک شیپ شک رکات ےہ۔اؿ  ا انہک اھت ہک ایتر امؽ یک دیپاوار اونیل رتحیج ےہ اور اس ےس اپاتسکؿ وک اجتریت اسخرہ مک رکےن ںیم

ر دصارت رکےن واےل وزری رباےئ رتیق، وصنمہب دنبی اور االصاحت رسخو ایتخبر  ا انہک اھت ہک اس وفرؾ ےک ایقؾ ےک ےھچیپ  ا دصقم وکحتم اویس کیپ زبسن وکلسن یک رتشمہک 

ان ےہ۔رسخو ایتخبر  ا انہک اھت ہک اس یتعنص  اروابری ربادری ےک درایمؿ ا ک راہطب اقمئ رکان اور اپاتسکؿ اور نیچ ےک درایمؿ یتعنص اعتوؿ وک ابیمہ افمد ےک ےیل یئن دنلبوی  رپ اچنہپ

ر ےس  اروابر اعتوؿ وک رفوغ اعتوؿ ےک ذرےعی مہ اجتریت دعؾ وتازؿ وک دور رکےن، زریع ونصماعت ےک ےیل امرٹیک کت راسیئ وعیس رکےن اور دوونؿ اممکل ےک درایمؿ  ارواب

 ےن وکلسن ےک ےلہپ االجس ںیم امتؾ ارا نی  ا الابقتؽ ایک اور اہک ہک یب او ٓایئ یس کیپ زبسن وکلسن ےک ےیل دانی اچےتہ ںیہ۔لبق ازںی رسامہی  اری وبرڈ ےک رئیچنیم اہروؿ رشفی

 وطبر رکیسرٹیٹی دخامت ااجنؾ دے اگ اور اس ےلسلس ںیم ہشیپ واراہن ارفاد یک میٹ وک راھک اجاگیئ۔
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Nawaiwaqt News, 08-04-19 
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Nawaiwaqt News, 09-04-19 

 یس کیپ ےس وبھج ڑباھےن یک اجبےئ اپاتسک ین تشیعم وک وبضمط انب رےہ ںیہ : نیچ

 یک ورورت وک وپرا ایک ایگ ،اپاتسک ین اواؾ یک گنجیب )ٓایئ انی یپ ( ینیچ وزارت اخرہج ےن اہک ےہ ہک یس کیپ ےن اپاتسکؿ یک تشیعم وک وبضمط انبای ےہ، ایھچیس الھک رھگو  ےک ےیل یلجب

دصیف ےس زادئ وصنم ےب نیچ یک رباہ راتس رسامہی  اری ای ےب وسد ادماد  05دصیفوصنموب  ےک ےیل نیچ ےن ضرض دای ،  05ےک ےبعش وک یھب رتہب انبای ایگ، یس کیپ ےکالفح و وبہبد 

ہک یس کیپ ےک وصنمےب ےس اپاتسکؿ رپ وبھج ڑباھےن یک  ےس لمکم ےیک اج رےہ ںیہ ۔ ریپ وک ینیچ وزارت اخرہج ےک رتامجؿ ول اھکگن ےن گنجیب ںیم دقعنمہ ریمس  ارفنسن ںیم اہک

ےک لواےل ےس ےنلچ وارا ربخ ےس  اجبےئ اپاتسکؿ یک تشیعم وک وبضمط انبای اج راہ ےہ۔احؽ یہ ںیم ذراعئ االبغ ںیم یس کیپ وصنمےب ےس اپاتسکؿ ےک ااصتقدی رطخے ںیم ااضےف

ےن اہک ہک یس کیپ ےک ضحم سیب دصیفوصنموب  ےک ےیل نیچ یک اج ے ےس ضرض دای ایگ ےہ بج ہک ایس دصیف ےس  قلعتم وپےھچ اجےن واےل ا ک وساؽ ےک وجاب ںیم ول اھکگن

دئ ربوس   ہک یس کیپ یک ریمعت ےک اپس  ےس زازادئ وصنموب  وک نیچ یک رباہ راتس رسامہی  اری ای ےب وسد ادماد ےس الچای اج راہ ےہ۔ اچہنئ رڈیوی ارٹنلنشین ےک اطمقب ول اھکگن ےن اہک

اس ےک العوہ یس کیپ وصنمےب ےس انرصػ ںیم العےق ںیم روزاگر ےک یئک زہار وماپ رفامہ ےیک ےئگ ںیہ اور واہ  ایھچیس الھک رھگو  ےک ےیل یلجب یک ورورت وک وپرا ایک ایگ ےہ ۔

وک یھب رتہب انبای ایگ ےہ ےسج اپاتسک ین وکحتم اور اواؾ ےن رخاج نیسحت شیپ ایک ےہ۔ اپاتسکؿ یک اینبدی ابیصنتت وک رتہب ایک ایگ ےہ ہکلب اپاتسک ین اواؾ یک الفح و وبہبد ےک ےبعش  

 

Nawaiwaqt 10-04-2019 

 بیي االلواهی تعاوى، رابطے،پاک چیي هشترکہ ورکٌگ گروپ کا اجالش

رگوپ  ا ااتتفیح االجس زگہتش روز گنجیب ںیم وہا۔ درتف اخرہج ےک اطمقب االسؾ ٓاابد)اٹسػ روپررٹ(نیب االوقایم اعتوؿ اور راوطب  ےک ابرے ںیم اپاتسکؿ نیچ رتشمہک ورگنک 

ک نیچ ااصتقدی رادہاری ےک فلتخم رکیسرٹی اخرہج ہنیمہت وجنجہع ےن اپاتسک ین ودف یک ایقدت یک ہکبج ینیچ ودف یک ایقدت انبئ وزریاخرہج ویاؿ وی  اگن ےن یک۔ رطنیف ےن اپ

 ایک اور اس راتفر وک اجری ر ےنھ ےک مزؾ  اااعدہ ایک۔دوون  ووفد ےن یس کیپ ےک تحت نیب االوقایم اعتوؿ اور راوطب  ےک ابرے ںیم وصنموب  ںیم رشیپتف رپ اانیمطؿ اظرہ

وکوشش  وک رتسمد رکےت وہےئ  دیقنت یک رتشمہک اجتوزی رپ ابتدہل ایخؽ ایک اورزمدی ااکمانت  ا اجزئہ ایل۔اوہن  ےن یس کیپ اور ا ک ہطخ ا ک اشرہاہ وصنمےب ےک الخػ وخد اسہتخ

 رگوپ زگہتش اسؽ فلتخم وحطس  اور رطوقی  ےس رتشمہک وکوشش  ےک ذرےعی اؿ اسزوش  یک روک اھتؾ رپاافتؼ ایک۔نیب االوقایم اعتوؿ ےک ابرے ںیم رتشمہک ورگنک

ہک ورگنک رگوپ  ا ٓادنئہ االجس ابیمہ وطر رپ ہقفتم اتروخی  رپ االسؾ ٓاابد ںیم ونربم ںیم یس کیپ یک رتشمہک اعتوؿ یٹیمک ےک ٓاوھٹںی االجس ےک دوراؿ لیکشت دای ایگ اھت۔رتشم

 وہاگ۔

Nawaiwaqt News, 12-04-19 

 عوراى :ضی پیک اولیي ترجیح، هسیذ هوالک کو بھی حصہ بٌاًا چاہتے ہیں

       

 ۔ اس ومپ رپ وزریا مظ ےن اہک ینیچ وینپمک  ےک ودف ےن الماقت یک 00وارا  االسؾ ٓاابد )وناےئ وتق روپرٹ( وزریا مظ رمعاؿ اخؿ ےس یس کیپ وصنموب  رپ  اؾ رکےن

 اروابر ےئلیک امتؾ وہسںیتل دںی ےگ۔ اس  وکحتم یس کیپ وک اونیل رتحیج دیتی ےہ، وصنمےب ےس وپرے ےطخ وک افدئہ وہاگ۔ وماپ یک یئن راںیہ ںیلھک یگ۔ ینیچ وینپمک  وک انمعف شخب
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یک رظتنم نیچ ےک دصر اور وزریا مظ یک اج ے ےس کین وخااشہت  ا اغیپؾ اچنہپای۔ ینیچ ریفس ےن اہک ہک نیچ یک ایقدت وزریا مظ رمعاؿ اخؿ ےک دورے ومپ رپ ینیچ ریفس ےن 

 امہ االجس وہا سج ںیم وزری ااعااعت ےہ۔ینیچ اینپمک  اپاتسکؿ یک امسیج و ااصتقدی رتیق ےئلیک  ہص ڈایتل رںیہ یگ۔ وزریا مظ رمعاؿ اخؿ یک زری دصارت ایستح ےک رفوغ ےئلیک

رھب ںیم ایستح ےک رفوغ ےئلیک  وفاد وچدرھی، اعموؿ وصخیص زیفل اخبری، وزری دلبایت ربیخ یپ یک رہشاؾ رتیئک اور وزری ایستح اعفط اخؿ ےن رشتک یک۔ االجس ںیم اپاتسکؿ

 دی یئگ۔ وزریا مظ ےن امشرا العہق اجت ںیم زمدی ایسیتح رمام  یک اشندنیہ یک سج ںیم اتبای ایگ ہک  ادقاامت  ا اجزئہ ایل ایگ۔ وزریا مظ وک ایستح ےک رفوغ ےئلیک ادقاامت

  

رپ ربی 

دا رکے۔ ایسیتح زوزن اقمئ ےئک اج رےہ ںیہ۔ وزریا مظ ےن اس ومپ رپ اہک ہک یجن ہبعش ایستح یک رتیق ےئلیک رکدار ا 0اجنپب ںیم ایستح ےک رفوغ ےئلیک ‘ ربیخ یپ ےک ںیم ایگرہ

حطس رپ  اایمب امڈزل رپ لمع ایک اج وکحتم ایستح ےک رفوغ ےئلیک رہ نکمم وہستل رفامہ رکے یگ۔ ایسیتح زوزن ےک ایقؾ ےس ایستح وک رفوغ ےلم اگ۔ ایستح ےک رفوغ ےئلیک اعیمل 

دورہ نیچ ےس قلعتم اٰیلع یحطس االجس وہا۔ وزریا مظ ےن اہک وموجدہ راہ ےہ۔ اپاتسکؿ ںیم ایستح وک ےب اپنہ رفوغ احلص وہ راہ ےہ۔ وزریا مظ رمعاؿ اخؿ یک زریدصارت 

نیم النئ وؿ یک اپ رگڈینشی ےسیج وصنمےب اشلم ‘ رٹاوپسنرٹ‘ لکس ڈوٹنمپلی‘ ینف میلعت‘ اپ ین‘ تحص‘ میلعت‘ وکحتم ےک دور ںیم یس کیپ ےک دورسے رمےلح ںیم زراتع

ےس اکنےنل  ا نیچ  ا  اایمب رجتہب اقلب دیلقت ےہ۔ وکحتم رغتب ےک اخےمت ےک ےئل نیچ ےک  اایمب رجتےب ےس ںیہ۔ وزریا مظ ےن اہک ہک اواؾ وک رغتب ےک دارئے 

تعنص اور درگی وبعش  ںیم نیچ یک اہمرت ےس انھکیس اچےتہ ںیہ۔ یس کیپ وصنمےب  ا دارئہ  ار وعیس رکان اور زمدی اممکل وک یھب اس امہ ‘ اافتسدہ رکان اچیتہ ےہ۔ زراتع

امہ دصقم ےہ۔ ےب  ا  ہص انبان اچےتہ ںیہ اتہک ےطخ ںیم ریمعتو رتیق  ا ابب رونش وہ۔ نیچ ےس اسسنئ و انکیٹولیج ےک ےبعش ںیم اعتوؿ  ا رفوغ دورے  اوصنم  
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Nawaiwaqt News, 13-04-19 
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Nawaiwaqt 15-04-2019 

بطیں رواًہ 04چیي ضے بی آر ٹی کی هسیذ   

ڈ رٹازنٹ )یب ٓار یٹ( یک زمدی 05 ںیسب رواہن رکدی ںیئگ وج یس وپرٹ ےک ذرےعی اپاتسکؿ ںیچنہپ یگ۔رٹاسن اشپور ےک اطمقب یب ٓار یٹ 

 

گ )انی انی ٓایئ(نیچ ےس سب ری  

 

 ن
 ج
ی

وصنمےب ںیم اشلم ںیسب نیچ ےس وگنمایئ اج ریہ ںیہ اور زمدی 05 ںیسب اپاتسکؿ ےئلیک رواہن رکدی یئگ ںیہ۔اکحؾ ےک اطمقب 00 رٹیم یک ںیسب یس وپرٹ ےک ذرےعی اپاتسکؿ ںیچنہپ 

 یگ ،اس ےس ےلہپ 00 ںیسب اپاتسکؿ چنہپ یکچ ںیہ نج ںیم 05 ںیسب رکایچ اور 00 ںیسب اشپور یچنہپ ںیہ۔
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Pakistan Observer, 01-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 01-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 02-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 02-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 03-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 03-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 04-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 06-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 06-04-19 
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Pakistan Observer, 08-04-19 

 

 

Pakistan Observer 10-04-19 

CPEC a blessing for both Pakistan and China 

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor has emerged as a boon both for Pakistan and China. And 

not surprisingly, the peoples of the two countries have great expectations from the CPEC in 

terms of economic growth and regional development. 

True, the provincial government of Balochistan in Pakistan has voiced concerns over the CPEC, 

saying its share of CPEC investment is very low. But the recent allocation of $1 billion for social 

development in Balochistan has assuaged those concerns. To further redress Balochistan‘s 

grievances, the Pakistani Finance Minister said industrialization would be expedited in 

Balochistan in order to alleviate poverty and improve the living standards of the local people. 
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Gwadar can help boost Balochistan economy 

Balochistan, which has a population of more than 12 million, is a crucial factor for the CPEC 

because the Gwadar Port is situated there. The province covers 347,190 square kilometers, 

comprising about 44 percent of the total area of Pakistan. It may be a dry and arid region, but in 

terms of natural resources, it is Pakistan‘s richest province. Still, more than 53 percent of the 

people in Balochistan live below the poverty line, and the province has a poor literacy rate of 

about 29 percent and an unemployment rate of almost 33 percent. 

Despite being rich in natural resources, Balochistan lacks both skilled and unskilled workers, as 

well as the necessary capital to build an industrial base to achieve the much-wanted economic 

breakthrough to lift the poor out of poverty and improve their living standards.So what measures 

should be taken to turn around the fortunes of Balochistan? 

To begin with, the CPEC has the potential to change the situation thanks to the eagerness of the 

Chinese government and enterprises to invest in Balochistan, especially in Gwadar Port, road 

connectivity projects and industrial zones. Within a few years, the CPEC‘s projects would 

facilitate massive economic activities which would create jobs and help proliferate businesses 

that in turn would improve the living standards of the local populace. 

Gateway to Central Asia and the Persian Gulf 

Gwadar is situated on an isthmus in the Arabian Sea on the southwestern coast of Pakistan. As 

such, it is a gateway to both the Persian Gulf and Central Asian countries, which would 

eventually connect 64 countries in Asia and Europe. No wonder it has been called the 

―standalone pillar‖ of the CPEC－and the China-proposed Belt and Road Initiative. 

With its perfect geographical location, economic and geostrategic importance, Gwadar has all the 

features to transform into a regional hub of trade and transport, and an international seaport. The 

proposed planning and development term for Gwadar is from 2017 to 2050, with the short-term 

plan being between 2017 and 2025, the medium-term between 2026 and 2035, and the long-term 

between 2036 and 2050. 

According to the Pakistani government‘s plans, Gwadar port will further flourish with the ―blue 

economy‖ through committed spending of more than $824 million on 12 projects. And Saudi 

Arabia has promised to spend another $6-10 billion in the proposed Gwadar Oil City project and 

petro-chemical chain to be developed under the CPEC. 

As for road connectivity, some roads have already been built while others are in the pipeline. 

China has also vowed to build a 1,320-megawatt coal power plant in Gwadar by 2020 at a cost of 
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$1.9 billion, and proposed to build a 300-megawatt coal-fired plant.Potential of becoming a 

world tourist site. 

Balochistan has an unexplored seacoast with the potential of emerging as a global tourist 

attraction, which would attract bulk foreign direct investment. Balochistan‘s mineral resources 

are lying untapped for want of capital while some exposed mineral deposits are wasted because 

of ―rat-hole‖ mining. 

According to primary geological surveys, the region could have deposits of rare earth, precious 

and semi-precious metals, industrial minerals and a variety of stones including onyx, which can 

provide a huge base for setting up processing and manufacturing plants to produce export-quality 

value-added products. 

Despite some grievances of the people of Balochistan, the construction of Gwadar port and 

infrastructure facilities such as road networks would boost the local economy and thus improve 

the living standards of the people not only in the province but also elsewhere in Pakistan. It is 

important here to emphasize that there is a consensus among all the stakeholders of the CPEC on 

the construction of the Gwadar Port. 

However, it is not unnatural that some people－either because of their naivety or due to their 

lack of understanding about the outcome – would raise questions on the need for a colossal 

economic project such as the CPEC.CPEC and BRI face external opposition 

The CPEC and the Belt and Road Initiative face opposition also because some external forces are 

misleading some people into believing the projects won‘t do them any good, because they don‘t 

want to see the Gwadar project completed. But the governments of Pakistan and China, media 

outlets, civil society, think tanks and academics have been quashing such misleading narratives. 

The Pakistani government is also keen in providing a level playing field for the local business 

community by implementing necessary reforms in taxation to develop the region. Still, 

immediate interventions by the government would help a great deal to dispel the fear of local 

businesses. Also, timely reforms in different sectors coupled with the acceleration in CPEC 

projects would assuage the fear of local businesses and attract more international 

investment.Many countries eager to invest in Gwadar 

Five years on the CPEC has given Pakistan so much leverage on the economic front that 

countries such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates are eager to invest in Gwadar and 

elsewhere in Pakistan. And countries such as Malaysia, Turkey, Russia as well as Central Asian 

and European states are looking forward to investing in the CPEC. 
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But people in Balochistan should realize that economic projects take time to bear fruit, so they 

must be patient and stay united. They should also know that the CPEC umbrella, which covers 

the Gwadar project, alone has the potential to turn Balochistan into an economic success story 

for Pakistan. 

It is also important to emphasize that the malicious propaganda of some external forces that are 

using Balochistan‘s ―depravity‖ to prompt some local people to question the CPEC‘s positive 

effects must be foiled both by the Pakistani and Chinese governments. The Pakistani government 

must also strategize a mass media campaign to educate the people by highlighting the eventual 

benefits of the CPEC and emphasizing the need for a peaceful and prosperous Balochistan 

without which the CPEC‘s ―all-inclusive‖ slogan may lose its substance. 

Historical perspective of CPEC 

Around 1983 amid the so-called Afghan Mujahedeen movement, the United States during her 

engagement in Afghanistan wanted to develop the Gwadar deep seaport but dropped the idea 

once the then Soviet troops left Afghanistan and the idea became dormant. With the dismantling 

of the USSR and emergence of the newly independent Central Asian states, ideas to revise the 

old Silk routes came in fashion and for the first time the Central Asia-Caucasus Institute and Silk 

Road Studies Program at SAIS, Johns Hopkins University first proposed the new Silk routes 

under the Greater Central Asia Partnership doctrine connecting Central and South Asia. During 

Musharraf government, for the first time the idea of an economic corridor was discussed and the 

Chinese government expressed great interest. By that time the Department of State in the United 

States has almost given up on the plans of new Silk roads originating in Starr‘s ideas. This was 

the moment, the government of China picked up under the rubric of New Silk Roads. This idea, 

which speculated for many years, gained power in May 2013 when Chinese Premier Li Keqiang 

discussed the construction of CPEC with Gwadar its core when he visited Pakistan and signed 

the milestone CPEC agreement at that time. The same year Pakistan‘s Prime Minister visited 

China and signed eight agreements worth $18 billion that included building around 200 

kilometers tunnels for the CPEC. The following year President of Pakistan visited China in 

February 2014 to clarify the Corridor plan. At that time, the Chinese banks and companies 

promised over $45.6 billion for energy and infrastructure projects along the corridor. 

In April 2015, Chinese President Xi Jinping visited Pakistan. This was the second visit of a 

Chinese leader to Pakistan since the beginning of present century after Hu Jintao‘s visit to 

Pakistan in 2006. Xi also wanted to visit Pakistan in 2014 during his South Asia trip to Maldives, 

Sri Lanka and India; however, the trip was postponed due to political problems in Pakistan. Later 

during his visit, 51 agreements were signed between China and Pakistan having a total worth of 
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$46 billion which also included the development of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. By this 

time the Chinese government under President Xi Jinping extended the previous CPEC project to 

the broader OBOR initiative globalizing CPEC as a major part of the broader project. The 

originally intended $46 billion investment that China intended to invest in Pakistan under the 

CPEC has now been expanded to approximately 55 billion dollars. The amount exceeds all 

foreign direct investment Pakistan has received over the last several years and is considerably 

more than all the aid Pakistan has received from the US since 9/11. 

The aim of the project is to connect China‘s north-western region of Xinjiang to Gwadar port of 

Baluchistan. Because of this gigantic project CPEC, Pakistan is having a massive new network 

of roads, highways, railways, and pipelines. The roads are approximately 2700 kilometers 

distance from Gwadar to Kashgar. The motorway is also a part of this project, which will be 

about 1100 kilometers long stretching from Lahore to Karachi, in addition to the Karakorum 

Highway from Kashgar via Khunjerab Pass to Islamabad. 

A train track between Peshawar and Karachi will also be built; the Karakorum Highway between 

Rawalpindi and Chinese border shall also be extended and constructed. The network of pipelines 

shall also be constructed which will be used to transport liquefied natural gas and oil from Iran 

and the Gulf countries. The CPEC is not only about the infrastructure of trains roads and pipeline 

it will also connect Europe and Central Asian countries with the region providing a higher level 

of development as well as cultural exchanges between China and Pakistan. 

The work on the project has already begun. Pakistan has also emphasized that CPEC will 

produce the equal opportunities for all regions of Pakistan. The CPEC contains multi-sectoral 

projects such as energy, infrastructure, Gwadar and industry in the country. The CPEC will 

restore Pakistan‘s economic growth of the early 1960s which led economists at the time to 

predict that the country would be one of the future leading economic powers in Asia. 

CPEC has a high value for both countries China and Pakistan. Due to CPEC the connectivity will 

open up west China to the south and contribute to ―One Belt One Road‖ initiative policy. The 

establishment of communication from Kashgar to Gawadar has been agreed to be completed by 

2030. Chinese Government is trying to utilize the entire necessary supporting role to enabling the 

environment for the open economic and logistic system in the regional vision of CPEC. CPEC 

will not only benefit China and Pakistan but will also the surrounding countries. Pakistan will 

increase its economic growth through this projec. CPEC has great importance for both the 

countries. CPEC is envisioned as a corridor of peace, prosperity and development. Although the 

CPEC is facing a lot of challenges, it has significant potentials of promising future. The people 

of Pakistan were adversely affected in the past due to inadequate opportunities and lack of right 
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decisions. CPEC will have a transformational impact on the state and the prosperity of Pakistan. 

The visit of President Xi in April 2015 and Chinese commitment of $46 billion plus for various 

projects of CPEC, sketched the world attention to the new development and growth of the 

economy, and this will be the real prosperity for both the countries and will promise future for 

the region and the world. 

First CPEC International Cooperation Coordination Working Group meeting 

held in Beijing   

BEIJING: The senior officials, at the first meeting of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 

(CPEC) International Cooperation Coordination Working Group held here, believed that the 

construction of the CPEC had achieved fruitful results in more than five years and has become a 

landmark project for pragmatic cooperation between China and Pakistan in the new era. 

The meeting was co-chaired by Vice Foreign Minister Kong Yuyou and Pakistani Foreign 

Secretary Tahmina Janjua, and representatives from relevant departments of China and Pakistan 

participated, according to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs here on Wednesday. 

It said the corridor had also become a highlight of the ―One Belt, One Road‖ international 

cooperation. At the same time, corridor construction was moving towards high-quality 

development and facing new tasks and challenges. 

The two sides agreed to implement the important consensus of the leaders of the two countries, 

promote the corridor construction to enrich the industrial cooperation, tilt the employment to the 

people‘s livelihood, and ensure the stability of the corridor construction. 

The two sides opposed the false accusations against the corridors and agreed to strengthen 

external publicity so that more people can understand the positive results of corridor 

construction. 

The two sides agreed to carry out corridor construction cooperation with third parties on the 

basis of China-Pakistan consensus and full argumentation. The two sides encouraged cooperation 

between think tanks, media and cultural institutions of the two countries to provide intellectual 
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support for corridor construction, build a bridge between the government and the public, and 

create a good social environment. 

Pakistan Observer, 11-04-19 

 

 

Pakistan Observer, 12-04-19 

Pak-China ties strengthened due to enhanced economic cooperation: Sanjrani 

Enhanced Parliamentary linkages between Pakistan and China would further cement the 

friendly ties of the two countries. The increase in reciprocal visits of the parliamentary 

delegations would also strengthen the existing political and economic relations, while setting 

the stage for future interaction in different sectors. 

A high level parliamentary delegation led by Deputy Chairman Senate will be visiting China 

very soon on the invitation of Chinese Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC). An 

invitation to the Chairman of the National People Congress (NPC) of China to visit Pakistan has 

also been extended. Chairman Senate Muhammad Sadiq Sanjrani said this while talking to 

Ambassador of China Yao Jing, here on Thursday. 

https://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpakobserver.net%2Fpak-china-ties-strengthened-due-to-enhanced-economic-cooperation-sanjrani%2F
https://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpakobserver.net%2Fpak-china-ties-strengthened-due-to-enhanced-economic-cooperation-sanjrani%2F
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Chairman Senate said that historic friendly ties between Pakistan and China have further 

strengthened due to enhanced economic cooperation between the two countries. Projects under 

CPEC are not only for the benefit of people of Balochistan but also very important for economic 

development of different areas of the country as well as providing a mile stone for future 

development of China. 

Different mega projects being executed under China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) 

should be expedited so as the people can reap the fruits of the development at the earliest. 

Chairman Senate said that inauguration of Gwadar International Airport would help project 

Gwadar as economic hub of the region and would pave the way for beginning of a new era of 

economic prosperity. 

Pakistan Observer, 14-04-19 

Pak, China to sign FTA this month 

The second phase of China-Pakistan free trade agreement (FTA) will be signed here during 

Prime Minister Imran Khan‘s forthcoming visit to China this month, reports China Economic 

Net. 

Quoting Advisor to Prime Minister on commerce, textile, industry and production, and 

investment, Abdul Razak Dawood, it reported that China might provide more support to promote 

industrialization and agricultural technology development in Pakistan. 

―At the end of this month, the best exporters from Pakistan are going with the Prime Minister to 

Beijing with the idea of connecting with the Chinese business people, inviting them to relocate to 

Pakistan and allocate resources reasonably. The investment of Chinese enterprises could be the 

most effective way of cooperation between China and Pakistan under the present international 

trade environment,‖ Razak Dawood added. 

It is known that textile industry accounts for 60 percent of Pakistan‘s total exports, and Pakistan 

is one of the few countries in the world with a complete textile value chain. The first 

International Textile Exhibition in Pakistan was held in 2016 and became the first professional 

exhibition in Pakistan‘s history.—INP 

Pakistan Observer, 15-04-19 

CPEC and economic indicators 

Reviewing the progress on China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will be the major agenda 

during Prime Minister Imran Khan‘s visit to Beijing later this month. Second Phase of the CPEC 

has already started and the project is being viewed in both countries as the most significant for 

their economies and asa strategic communication. As prioritized by the Government of Pakistan, 

the major focus during the second phase of this mega project will be on areas like; agriculture, 

education and various other sectors. Besides, Pakistan desire participation of other countries to 
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become part of the CPEC; ―CPEC is not only one of the foremost priorities of the government 

but that he also wants other countries to join the project so that a new chapter of growth and 

prosperity is ushered in the region.‖ Participation of other counties in the CPEC is a positive 

thinking, since it will enhance the stakes of regional countries in the project, by reducing the 

rivalries. 

Through a major development, the first phase of CPEC has completed major communication 

networks and some power projects, as foundation of the project. The second phase will mostly 

consist of the projects which will be mutually beneficial for both countries with the major 

involvement of the people of Pakistan, since the corridor runs through 3000 km mostly on 

Pakistani soil. The areas like; ‗agriculture, education, health and water‘ have been prioritized by 

the Government. Bulk of Pakistani economy is based on agriculture, therefore, a major 

development and innovation is needed in this sector.  

The communication networking through CPEC will enable the government and private sectors to 

promote quality education in the areas which could not be concentrated in the past. Health and 

clean drinking water facilities are very important areas which can be focused for the populace 

living along the CPEC. 

Ever since the start of the CPEC project, the major lacking on the part of Pakistan has been the 

availability of skilled manpower for their participation in all projects of this gigantic plan. In the 

absence of Pakistani skilled manpower, China filled the gap. This aspect invited critic from the 

people of Pakistan, who wanted Pakistani participation in various projects of the CPEC all along 

the corridor with major job opportunities as perceived at the planning stage. In this regard, 

Pakistan Government has been found wanting to train its human resource for the job specific 

skills well in time, since it took some time in conceiving, planning and starting the project. This 

aspect was constantly ignored by Government and the planners of the project and now it will be 

challenging to incorporate the people after they are skilled and trained enough to become its part 

at a belated stage. Moreover, Chinese seem comfortable working with their own people, 

including the labourer class. Though the Government has identified this lacking, yet it will take 

time to train and incorporate the skilled manpower in the project in a near future. 

As clear from some of the Government statements, the primary focus of Prime Minister, Imran 

Khan‘s second visit to Beijing will be on CPEC. It is the right time that; Prime Minister brings 

clarity with respect to some of the misperceptions about the prospective beneficiary of the 

project. Although over 80% route of the corridor passes through Pakistani geopolitics, yet there 

have been doubts about the real beneficiary of the project at the subsequent stages of the CPEC. 

The people of Pakistan and even the academic circle are still not clear as to how CPEC will be a 

game changer for the state and the people of Pakistan. This question arises especially in the wake 

of sinking Pakistani economy where GDP ratio has reduced to a record low. The Asian 

Development Bank has estimated 3.9% GDP for the year 2019 which will further reduced to 

3.6% in 2020. IMF and World Bank have given even a bleak picture of Pakistani economy in 

next five years. 
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This is upsetting for the masses that a record price hike has been noticed in last eight months 

with the unprecedented devaluation of Pakistani currency where the Rupee has hit 144 against 

1USD. With this state of affairs, Pakistani economy has weakened rather strengthening after 

completion of First Phase of CPEC. In 2015, at the start of CPEC, it was estimated that, 

Pakistani economy will take steady and firm start in 2016 from 4.5% to reach at 8.5% in 2028, 

upon completion of CPEC. From the available statistics, no positive indicators have been 

observed in last few years. This is either because of bad economic management by Pakistani 

Ministry of Finance and Planning or else, something really wrong with the agreements; Pakistan 

has signed with China on CPEC. It is the most apt opportunity that, such grey areas to be 

identified and addressed before Imran Khan embark on his tour to Beijing. In this regard, a 

thorough homework is needed by all those involve in financial management of CPEC in 

Pakistan. The November 2018 visit of Prime Minister, Imran Khan was found wanting, owing to 

lack of prior homework at Islamabad, though some grey areas was identified by Financial 

Advisor. Later, there came no clarity from Islamabad, though Chinese Embassy was found 

damage controlling. The long-term national interests of Pakistan must be kept in mind by the 

inexperienced, though well-educated ministers of PTI government. Imran Khan and his 

government must realise that economy is the focus of future warfare. 

— The writer is Professor of Politics and International Relations at International Islamic 

University, Islamabad. 
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The Express Tribune, 01-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 01-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 02-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 02-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 03-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 06-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 09-04-19 

 

 

  

THE EXPRESS TRIBUNE 10-04-2019 

PM Imran to visit China for signing second phase of FTA 

FAISALABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan will visit China in the last week of current month to 

sign the second phase of a free trade agreement (FTA) between Pakistan and China, revealed 

Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing. 

Addressing the business community at the Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(FCCI) on Tuesday, the envoy said in the second phase of FTA, both the countries would 

further extend cooperation in the fields of agriculture, manpower, health and education in 

addition to making efforts to eliminate poverty. 

In this connection, a road map will be discussed to cover the social sector besides evolving a 

framework for assistance in the agro-industrial sector. The envoy said the FTA would help 

remove the imbalance in bilateral trade between the two countries. 
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―China will provide 95% market access to Pakistani products at zero duty whereas China will 

get 68% market access to Pakistan,‖ he disclosed. 

He pointed out that during the visit of PM Imran, the Trade Development Authority of Pakistan 

(TDAP) would arrange a B2B Forum on April 28. During this event, businessmen of the two 

countries will negotiate feasible projects along with technology transfer.  

Referring to the previous visit of the prime minister, Yao said China had agreed to import rice, 

sugar and yarn from Pakistan to bridge a widening import-export gap. ―Though Pakistan has a 

huge quantity of surplus rice, its sale in Chinese markets is very low. Therefore, China will 

purchase 300,000 tons of rice and in this connection, negotiations have already started,‖ he 

added. 

Regarding cooperation in the industrial sector, the Chinese ambassador said Chinese 

companies had reservations about the taxation policy of Pakistan. However, these companies 

will be convinced and provided incentives for investment in the industrial sector of Pakistan in 

order to enhance its production capacity. 

Commenting on a Sean-like investment and incentives in Pakistan, the ambassador said ―this 

region is traditionally, historically and culturally very close to China. Moreover, a sizable 

number of Chinese are also living in this region. Hence, they prefer to invest in this region 

because of their natural affiliation.‖ 

He shared that China had made serious efforts to promote regional trade among SAARC 

countries, but it could not succeed due to the complex regional situation. However, he added 

that China would continue its efforts to expand regional trade. 

He said the Chinese government would encourage its investors to set up a man-made fiber 

plant in Pakistan, but it could not compel anyone. 

Speaking on the occasion, Federal Parliamentary Secretary for Railways Mian Farrukh Habib 

welcomed the Chinese ambassador, saying the technicalities regarding the FTA between 

Pakistan and China had been agreed, which would open new avenues of cooperation between 

the two sides. 

He stressed the need for launching joint ventures with the Chinese, which would help Pakistan 

to promote environment-friendly and green industries in Faisalabad.launch joint ventures for 

the local production of 10 major import goods.―It will not only help Pakistan bridge its import 

and export gap, but will also open new business opportunities for Chinese investors,‖ he added.  
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The Express Tribune, 11-04-19 
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The Express Tribune, 12-04-19 
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The Express Tribune 15-04-2019 

PM Imran all set to visit Iran, China 

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan will embark on visits to Iran and China on April 21 

and April 25, respectively. 

During his visit of Tehran, he is expected to meet Iran‘s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali 

Khamenei and President Hassan Rowhani. 

This will be PM Imran‘s first visit to Iran since he assumed office last year in August. The 

premier‘s trip to the neighboring country is aimed to cement bilateral ties and promote unity 

among the Muslim Ummah. 

The prime minister will also visit China on April 25 and during his four-day stay he will meet 

Chinese President Xi Jinping and his Chinese counterpart. Several memorandums of 

understanding (MoUs) in energy, infrastructure and other sectors would likely be inked. 

Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi, Finance Minister Asad Umar, Planning Minister 

Makhdoom Khusro Bakhtyar and Shipping Minister Ali Zaidi will be accompanying the premier. 

The prime minister will also meet other Chinese leaders and members of the business community 

to encourage them to explore investment opportunities in Pakistan. 

The Express Tribune 15-04-2019 

Over 28,000 Pakistanis studying in China 

BEIJING: Pakistan ranks third in the number of international students currently studying in 

China with 28,023 students, according to a statement issued by China‘s Ministry of Education. 

South Korea ranked first with 50,600 students, followed by Thailand with 28,608, India with 

23,198, and the United States with 20,996. 

A total of 492,185 international students from 196 countries studied in China, last year, up 0.62 

per cent from the previous year. The number of students pursuing academic education increased 

by 6.86 per cent year-on-year to 258,122, accounting for 52.44 per cent of the total. 

Students studying for master‘s and doctoral degrees increased by 12.28 per cent to 85,062. Most 

international students in China have been self-funded, accounting for 87.19 per cent of the total. 

Pakistanis stand at 3rd position among total number of foreign students in China 

The official data shows that China has become the top education destination for Pakistani 

students as out of all of them enrolled in Chinese universities, around 7,034 are studying on 

scholarships. 
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The number of Pakistani students has risen in China mainly because of a series of preferential 

policies offered by the Chinese government after the launch of China Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC), a pilot project of Belt and Road Initiative. 

Currently, 6,156 Pakistani students are studying in Phd3,600 in Masters, 11,100 in Bachelors and 

3,000 in Short Term Exchange Programs across China. Pakistani students are also studying 

Chinese language, engineering, medical, computer science and various other fields 

Various scholarships are provided by the Chinese government to lure international students over 

– most notably, students from the Belt and Road Initiative participating countries and regions 

have been facilitated to obtain scholarships under the Chinese Government Scholarship – Silk 

Road Program. Pakistani students also enthusiastically participate in cultural activities organised 

different universities across China. 

They set up booths decorated with traditional Pakistani items and posters depicting different 

social and cultural activities and historical places in Pakistan. 

Pakistani students also represent the country in the music, essay writing, and photography 

competitions to be organised under the Belt and Road Initiative in China. 
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The Nation, 01-04-19 

Govt decides to set up a new Directorate General for CPEC audit 

Islamabad - To undertake the detailed scrutiny of the multibillion dollar China Pakistan 

Economic Corridor projects, Auditor General of Pakistan has decided to set up a new Directorate 

General for Audit of CPEC. 

The accountability role of the Pakistan Audit Department had extensively been enhanced and 

various federal/provincial governments, ministries etc. were continuously sending requests for 

special audit of various government organizations, projects etc, said the Auditor General of 

Pakistan Javaid Jehangir, while addressing the officers of Pakistan Audit (PA) and Account 

Service (AS). 

While addressing to the final passing out ceremony of the 45th Specialized Training Program of 

Pakistan Audit and Accounts Service, Javaid Jehangir emphasized on the need of modern skills 

& training to cater for the expectations of the stake-holders. AGP apprised that the Pakistan 

Audit Department was going under extensive reforms to remain relevant with the changing 

structure of the Government, and new Directorates General of Social Safety-Nets Audit, 

Information System Audit and Environmental Audit have been established from available 

resources.   

The AGP informed that the establishment of a new Directorate General for Audit of CPEC was 

under consideration and would be established soon. 

To meet the expectations of the Executive/Administration, Department of AGP has developed its 

capacities in emerging areas of audit (Forensic Audit, Environmental Audit, IT Audit etc.) and 

had recently conducted various Special Audit Assignments. 

The AGP advised the passing-out officers that they, being young officers, were future of 

Pakistan and they had to lead the country to good governance by playing their role in financial 

accountability and transparency. So, they have to prepare themselves for emerging challenges 

with modern knowledge, skills and training. 

The AGP appreciated the role of Pakistan Audit and Accounts Academy in training the new 

officers in areas of audit, accounts, financial management and in preparing them for performing 

their financial accountability role. 

The event was attended by senior officers of Pakistan Audit & Accounts Service, passing-out 

officers and their parents. The AGP distributed prizes among passing-out officers for their good 

performance in academics and sports. 
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Meanwhile an official of the AGP told The Nation that currently there is Directorate General 

Federal, DG Provincial, DG GB, DG AJK, DG defense and DG commercial. 

Since CPEC is the biggest project of the country, which entails multi billion dollars schemes 

from diversified sectors, therefore it required a dedicated Directorate General to scrutinize the 

CPEC projects in detail. 

The official said that there will be no new hiring for the Directorate General Audit for CPEC and 

it will be undertaken through the current employees of the AGP. 

After taking the requisite approval from the concerned ministries the new Directorate General 

will be established, the official said. ―Most likely we are going to establish the Directorate 

General Audit of CPEC by July these years,‖ said the official. 

The Nation, 01-04-19 

SBP urges govt to develop workforce for CPEC 

ISLAMABAD - The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has urged the government to take serious 

notice of the country‘s human capital deficiency by focusing on re-skilling, digitization, and 

technological advancements to gain a competitive advantage in the next phase of CPEC. 

―CPEC is expected to generate significant avenues of employment for the domestic labor force, 

especially after the establishment of the proposed Special Economic Zones (SEZs). However, as 

this development takes shape, the job requirements would gradually become more demanding,‖ 

the second quarterly report 2018-19 on ―The State of Economy‖ published by the SBP said. 

The report stressed the need to improving the level of human capital in the economy to ensure 

that both the existing and the incoming labor force is skilled enough to meet the growing 

technical requirements of the evolving nature of work. The report proposed that a significant 

overhaul of the education system of the country is required to address the dearth of adequately 

skilled graduates entering the labor force. The effectiveness of the primary education needs to be 

enhanced significantly in order to improve the level of knowledge-absorption and increasing the 

level of enrollment in schools. Of equal importance is the need for revising the curriculum of 

academic institutions to better reflect the needs of current and future occupations. Focus on 

vocational and skill training of the workforce is critical in ensuring that the employability levels 

of the domestic workers remain intact, or ideally increase, during the transitional stage of job 

transformation and technical advancement. 
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It added that a welcome development in this regard is that the Chinese firms are already involved 

in technical skill building of the Pakistani youth to enable them to be prepared for work under 

the CPEC programmes. This includes emphasis on vocational training (such as the construction 

of Pak-China Technical and Vocational Institute at Gwadar), scholarships and exchange 

programs for university and college students as mentioned in the Joint-Statement, and 

collaborative efforts with Pakistani technological platforms (such as the AliBaba eFounders 

Fellowship program with NIC Karachi). It added that an encouragement development is that the 

NAVTCC of Pakistan is in the process of introducing officially defined skill-set categorizations 

to help improve the placement and skill matching in the domestic labour market. 

The Nation, 03-04-19 

Pakistan, China agree to continue momentum on CPEC 

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan and China Tuesday agreed to continue momentum on the projects of 

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).This agreement was made during a meeting of 

Minister for Planning and Development MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar with Chinese Ambassador in 

Pakistan Yao Jing who called on him here. 

The ambassador appreciated the government‘s efforts to fast track the CPEC projects particularly 

the groundbreaking of western route. Minister for Planning hailed China‘s support for 

implementation of Gwadar Airport project. 

MakhdumKhusro said the present government attaches top priority to the development of 

Gwadar, highlighting that Prime Minister Imran Khan in his recent visit to Balochistan 

performed groundbreaking of the Rs65 billion Zhob-Kuchlak section of Western Route, Rs17 

billion project of transmission line for Makran coast, Rs23 billion new Gwadar Airport project, 

hospital as well as vocational institute. 

The implementation of 300 MW energy project in Gwadar will be aligned with the development 

of Gwadar.He said CPEC has gained momentum and efforts would be made to continue the same 

pace in future.He said first special economic zone at Rashakai will be launched soon in order to 

enter into the implementation stage of Pak-China Industrial Cooperation. 

He further said cooperation will be further strengthened by formal framework agreement 

focusing on joint ventures, and B2B cooperation. 

The minister emphasized the need for robust cooperation between the business communities of 

the two countries. ―We should move towards Pak-China Business Forum with representatives 

from leading companies of the two countries in various areas,‖ the minister said. 
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During the meeting, deliverables for the proposed visit of the prime minister to China to 

participate in the second Belt and Road Forum this month came under discussion regarding areas 

of industry cooperation, agriculture, socio-economic development and infrastructure. 

He called for cooperation in agriculture, fisheries and livestock sectors between the two countries 

to benefit from the enormous potential this area offers. 

The Nation, 06-04-19 

Senate body briefed about CPEC projects 

ISLAMABAD - Officials of Pakistan Railways on Friday briefed the Senate sub Committee 

regarding the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects and said Gawadar would be 

connected with central Railways. 

The meeting of the subcommittee on Railways was held under the convener ship of Senator John 

Kenneth Williams here on Friday at Parliament House. 

Officials of Pakistan Railways told the Senate body that a railway track would be laid from 

Gawadar to Turbat and Mustang, adding, Railway was acquiring the land for this project and 

working on the feasibility of the projects is ready. 

They informed that beside all dangers in the area of Mustang and Pangore, the feasibility for the 

project has been completed and Railways officials have completed this study with hard work. 

The Nation, 06-04-19 

Pak-China co-op to address trade imbalance: Khusro 

ISLAMABAD - Federal Minister for Planning, Development & Reform 

MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar has said that the industrial cooperation between China and Pakistan 

will address the issue of trade imbalance, broaden market access for agricultural products and 

encourage business to business contacts. 

The federal minister was co-chairing a meeting of CPEC Business Council along-with Advisor 

to PM on Commerce, Industry & Textile Abdul RazakDawood on Friday. Secretary to the 

Council, Executive Director General BOI MsFareenaMazhar briefed the members on the 

progress in SEZ‘s and incentive packages under the industrial cooperation. 

Speaking on the occasion, the minister for planning said that purpose behind establishing the 

forum is to create an interface between the government and business community and take 

forward the industrial cooperation between Pakistan and China to new heights for mutual benefit. 
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―Through industrial cooperation, we also want to address trade imbalance, broaden market 

access for agricultural products and encourage B2B cooperation between the two countries,‖ 

stated the minister. 

Khusro said that scope of CPEC has expanded with focus on industrial and agriculture 

cooperation, socio-economic development, trade and market access. The Minister expressed 

optimism that creation of CPEC Business Council, with representation from private sector 

leading associations and companies in various areas, will accelerate the pace of industrialization 

under the umbrella of the mega project. The minister said that focus is on boosting Pakistan‘s 

industrial capacity through joint ventures in priority areas, relocation of labour-intensive export 

led industry, SMEs collaboration and enhancing vocational training capacity. 

Advisor to PM Abdul RazakDawood said that after implementation of early harvest projects of 

energy and infrastructure under CPEC, the stage is now set to expedite the industrial 

collaboration which will help attract private investments and diversify the country‘s exports. He 

added, ―We are in the second phase of CPEC where industrialization and agriculture growth 

would be the main goals of the current regime. Special Economic Zones (SEZs) have been the 

engine of growth for many developing states around the world for the last few decades and it‘s 

the high time for Pakistan to convert its SEZs into growth hubs.‖ 

The advisor hoped that SEZs would attract investment from diversified sources because they 

offer a combination of tax-and-tariff incentives, streamlined customs procedures and less 

regulation. The production of finished goods is the topmost priority, which will help Pakistan in 

reducing trade deficit. 

Earlier, Board of Investment Chairman Haroon Sharif welcomed all the members to the first 

meeting of the council and said that BOI will serve as Secretariat for the CPEC Business Council 

adding that a dedicated team of professionals has been hired in this regard. He said that BOI is 

improving its capacity to deal with matters of industrial cooperation with China and urged the 

members to come up with tangible suggestions in this regard. 

Secretary Planning ZafarHasan, Project Director CPEC Hassan Daud and representatives from 

leading associations and companies also attended the meeting. 
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The Nation 10-04-2019 

Beijing concerned over Chinese marrying Pakistanis 

ISLAMABAD - China has lodged a protest with Pakistan over Chinese nationals marrying 

Pakistanis in Pakistan.Chinese high-ups have shared this concern with Pakistani officials, 

Ministry of Interior Tuesday informed the National Assembly Standing Committee on Interior. 

Additional Secretary Ministry of Interior Dr Tariq Sardar informed the NA panel that China has 

shared serious concerns with Pakistan over some Chinese nationals coming to Pakistan on visit 

visas and marrying Pakistanis. The committee met in the chair of member National Assembly 

(MNA) Raja Khurram Nawaz. 

Responding to a question of PTI MNA NafeesaKhattak, the additional secretary said that some 

private marriage bureaus were involved in these marriages. ―We are receiving most of 

complaints from two cities Lahore and Abbottabad,‖ he said.However, the officer could not 

answer the question of Khattak that some Pakistani men had married Uighur women in China 

and their wives had vanished there and their whereabouts are not known to them. 

The Nation 10-04-2019 

Chinese Consulate team visits Nawa-i-Waqt office 

LAHORE - A three-member delegation of Chinese Consulate led by Deputy Consul General in 

Lahore PengZhengwu visited Nawa-i-Waqt Group and met Managing Director RameezaNizami 

on Tuesday. One Belt, One Road Project, CPEC, friendly relations between Pakistan and China 

and other issues came under discussion during the meeting. 

Earlier, The Nation Editor SalimBokhari briefed the delegation about the history of Nawa-i-

Waqt. Deputy Consul General PengZhengwu lauded Nawa-i-Waqt and The Nation for positive 

reporting on Pak-Chine friendship and Belt and Road Initiative. Director Administrator Col (r) 

Nadeem Qadri, HR Director Shafiq Sultan and Khawar Sindu were also present on the occasion. 

The Nation, 11-04-19 

China may give special $1b market access to Pakistan after June: Dawood 

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan hopes to sign second phase of China-Pakistan free trade agreement by 

the end of current month during the visit of Prime Minister Imran Khan to Beijing. Pakistan and 

China are currently holding parleys in Beijing to finalize second phase of China-Pakistan free 

trade agreement. ―Negotiations are going very well and I am hopeful that FTA will be signed 

during Prime Minister‘s visit to China on April 28,‖ said Advisor to Prime Minister on 

Commerce, Industries and Production and Investment, Abdul RazakDawood while addressing a 

press conference along with chairman Board of Investment Haroon Sharif. 
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Dawood said that rice shipments to China had already begun as part of the deal which was 

agreed during Prime Minister Imran Khan‘s four-day visit to Beijing and Shanghai in the first 

week of November last year. China had already provided market access to Pakistan in sugar, rice 

and yarn amounting to $1 billion. Following this market access, China may also give special $1 

billion market access to Pakistan after June this year.  

Haroon Sharif said that inflow of foreign investment is around $1.441 billion during eight 

months (July to February) of the ongoing fiscal year as against $573 million investment during 

same time of the PML-N government. He further said that volume of investment would remain at 

around $3 billion during current fiscal year. However, it would significantly increase from the 

next fiscal year mainly due to the reforms introduced by the incumbent government to improve 

ease of doing business. 

Inflow of foreign investment around $1.441b during eight months 

RazakDawood and Haroon Sharif highlighted that Pakistan is aggressively pursuing reforms to 

create ease of doing business in the country. The country had improved its ranking by 11 points 

and moved from to 136/190 from 147/190 in Doing Business Report 2019. Dawood said that the 

task is to ensure Pakistan carries on with the improvement trend. He appreciated World Bank for 

continued assistance and appreciated the efforts of all federal and provincial government 

departments. 

Chairman Board of Investment informed that a new company can now be registered in just four 

hours with the SECP on its online platform. The government integrated SECP with Punjab and 

Sindh business registration portal. This has helped in reducing the time and process for 

registering a company and providing one platform where businesses are started. The SECP had 

registered more than 8,000 new companies in six months period due to the reforms process. 

Sharif informed that number of tax payment had reduced to 10 from 47. Online payment of 

federal and provincial taxes, contributions and duties would be considered as one since now 

there is one online interaction. Online payments will help Pakistan to improve its ranking in 

paying taxes indicator. He hoped that number tax payment would reduce to single digit from next 

year. 

Chairman informed that time for giving construction had also reduced. In Lahore, the Lahore 

Development Authority has started its one window operation where all departments involved in 

the process of issuing a construction permit are present. Similarly, in Karachi a one-window 

solution is in its development phase. Government of Sindh will be launching it soon. After the 

introduction of one window the process has been made efficient from 8 months to 2 months in 

Lahore and expected to be reduced to 3 months in Karachi. 

Sharif said that there is complete automation of property registration in Punjab. Property 

registration through online mode has reduced the time drastically for this process and is one of 

the key areas of reforms. It improves transparency and quality of land administration. 
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Other areas of reforms are integration of key departments with WeBOC (online Platform of 

Pakistan Customs).To help importers/exporters and reduce the time and cost of compliance with 

departments, key departments have been integrated in WeBOC (Web Based One Customs 

Platform). The reforms also included automation of electricity connection process by K-Electric. 

K-Electric has made the process of getting a commercial electricity connection easier by making 

it online where the customer can track the application as well. Establishment of Collateral 

registry has also been started for unincorporated entities and registry has become operational 

with the appointment of registrar. This will help the small businesses to use their moveable assets 

as collateral for getting credit. 

Sharif explained that it is a priority of the government to make business entry and operations 

easier, faster and cheaper. He added that the next step is to cut out the redundant regulations and 

remove unnecessary permissions/NOCs and inspections. He reiterated that the Board of 

Investment, as the secretariat of PM‘s Steering Committee on Doing Business Reforms, is keen 

to improve the business climate. 

The Nation, 11-04-19 

Arid varsity, Chinese firm sign MoU on food security 

RAWALPINDI- National Center for Livestock Breeding, Genetics and Genomics of PirMehr Ali 

Shah Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi and Joint Laboratory on Livestock and Forage 

Genetic Resources, Beijing signed a memorandum of understanding here on Wednesday. 

The main objective of the MoU is to enhance the genetic potential of local livestock for attaining 

food security and poverty alleviation. This MoU will also be helpful to establish a long-term 

relationship for purposes of exploring complementary research, institutional development and 

capacity building skills of both organizations. 

DrMoaeen-ud-Din, Director NCLBG&G and DrJian-Lin HAN, chief manager/senior scientist 

JLLFGR, signed the MoU on behalf of their respective organizations. On the occasion, 

DrNadeemAkhtarAbbasi, Vice Chancellor PMAS-AAUR, deans and directors were also present. 

Under the MoU, both organizations agreed to conduct collaborative research, capacity building 

programs and will conduct short and long term training for scientists/students through joint 

research to promote economically viable, socially acceptable, and environmentally sustainable 

systems of breeding and genetic improvement for local livestock species. 

DrNadeemAkhtarAbbasi said that the MoU would be helpful to reduce poverty in the country 

through research in terms of improved genetic potential of indigenous livestock through 

discovery, development, and dissemination of knowledge related to animal breeding and genetics 

in genomics era. 
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The Nation, 12-04-19 

Pak peacekeeper rescued by Chinese mission in Sudan 

BEIJING - A sick Pakistani peacekeeping soldier was rescued with assistance of China‘s second 

peacekeeping helicopter contingent last week in Darfur, Sudan. 

This has been the third emergency medical rescue mission of this contingent since its 

deployment, according to a report of China Military Online here. 

According to details, the Operations Room of the helicopter contingent received a call from the 

African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID), on the morning of April 

5, asking for a helicopter to transport a Pakistani peacekeeper who was suspected to have a heart 

attack from Kebkabiya to Al Fashir. 

The contingent took action without delay and fulfilled the transportation safely to Al Fashir three 

hours later, where the patient was transferred by a UN airplane to Khartoum for further 

treatment. 

―We‘re grateful for the kind assistance from the Chinese helicopter contingent. The outstanding 

performance of the rescue crew bought us time to relieve the pain and save the patient‘s life.‖ 

After the mission, accompanying Pakistani doctors shook hands with the Chinese crew members 

one by one to express their gratitude. 

Since its deployment in Darfur, Sudan, China‘s second peacekeeping helicopter detachment has 

carried out several emergency rescue missions and received high acclaims from the UNAMID, 

the peers from other countries, and the Sudanese government and people. 

The Nation, 14-04-19 

Govt hopes FTA-II with China will help in reducing trade deficit 

ISLAMABAD   -   Pakistan hopes that second phase of free trade agreement (FTA) with China 

would help in reducing its trade deficit with the neighboring country. 

Pakistan and China had recently evolved a consensus on the FTA-II in Beijing. The second phase 

of FTA was supposed to start from the sixth year of the agreement ie 2013, but was delayed as 

officials from both countries failed to reach an agreement despite meeting for more than 11 

times. The negotiations on the Phase-II of PCFTA began in 2011. 

Advisor to Prime Minister on Commerce, Industries and Production and Investment, Abdul 

RazakDawood has said that FTA-II with China would be signed later this month during the visit 

of Prime Minister Imran Khan to Beijing. He informed the media last week that China would 

also extend unilateral market access to hundreds of Pakistani products which were on the table 

for the last one year. China has also agreed to give another special quota of one billion dollars to 

Pakistan for export of potato, wheat, onion and cherry, in addition to existing one billion dollars. 

―Both the sides had made a breakthrough in the stalled negotiations during recent talks, which 

will lead to sign the agreement during Prime Minister‘s visit to China,‖ said an official of the 
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ministry of commerce. He did not share further details only by saying agreement is in Pakistan‘s 

favor. However, another official said that Pakistan would get market access for 301 tariff lines, 

which will cover most of its exports and allow export of commodities which are currently 

negligible. 

He informed that Pakistan‘s exports to China would increase to $2.2 billion by the end of current 

year from existing only $1.2 billion. Later, it would enhance to $3.2 billion following the 

additional quota of one billion dollars for export of potato, wheat, onion and cherry, The FTA-II 

would covers nearly 7,000 tariff lines at the eight-digit level of the HS code. Both sides reduced 

tariffs on almost 36 per cent of the tariff lines to zero during first three years of PCFTA‘s Phase-

1. Moreover, at the end of the FTA-II, both sides were to reduce tariffs on 90pc of the tariff lines 

to zero. 

The Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI)‘s President Daroo Khan 

Achakzai had recently said that government should enter into second phase of FTA with China 

but not at cost of closing our local industries and adversely affecting the economy at large. While 

commenting on first phase of FTA, he said that it had enhanced Pakistan‘s trade deficit with 

China to $17 billion. 

It is worth mentioning here that negotiations of FTA-II between two countries had started in 

2012. Under the first phase of FTA, Pakistan‘s trade balance with China had worsened in last 

various financial years. Pakistan‘s major exports to China are cotton yarn, chemical material, 

crude vegetable material, rice, raw hides and skins, fish and fish preparations. On the other hand, 

the major imports of Pakistan from China are machinery and its spare parts, manufactured 

fertilizer, chemical elements, yarn and thread of synthetic fiber, iron and steel, chemical 

materials and products, vegetables and synthetic textile fiber, road vehicles and their parts, non-

ferrous metals, tyres and tubes of rubber etc. 

The Nation 15-04-2019 

Pakistan, China together will emerge as big players in technological field: 

Fawad 

Information Minister ChaudharyFawad Hussain has expressed the confidence that China and 

Pakistan together will emerge as big players in the field of technology.He was addressing 

Huawei Pakistan Mobile Summit in Islamabad on Monday.    

The Information Minister pointed out that Pakistan and China have always remained great 

friends. However, under leadership of President Xi Jinping, the whole dynamics of this 

relationship has changed. He said both the countries have strategic economic and technological 

relations.He said that future belongs to technology and Pakistan has to embrace modern 

technology to move forward and keep pace with the world.  He said we have to support our 

technology companies and facilitate our youth to acquire scientific and technological education. 
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The Information Minister recalled that there was a time when Pakistan used to locally 

manufacture transmitters and radio equipment but now everything is being imported. 

The Information Minister said we have decided to establish a Media University where students 

will be imparted with education keeping in view the latest technological trends in the field of 

amedia. 
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The News, 01-04-19 

Pakistan to seek $1b export ordersfrom China: Razak 

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and China are set to sign Free Trade Agreement (FTA)-II when Prime 

Minister Imran Khan will leave for Beijing on April 27 for three days wherein he will also attend 

the second OBOR (One Belt One Road) Forum for International Corporations. 

The much-awaited FTA-II, once it is signed, will help Pakistan double its exports to China, 

Razak Dawood, Adviser to PM on Commerce, Textile, Industry & Production and Investment 

told The News in an exclusive interview. 

―Finance Secretary Younas Dagha and Commerce Secretary Sardar Ahmad Nawaz Sukhera will 

off to China on April 9 wherein they will hold talks with top Chinese officials on initial FTA-II 

accord. However, on the sidelines of the OBOR Forum that will be attended by heads of statesa 

and delegates from over 100 countries, both the countries will ink the free trade accord-II in the 

presence of Prime Minister Imran Khan and Chinese President Xi Jingping,‖ he said. 

Pakistan will, adviser disclosed, also place its request with top Chinese functionaries seeking 

another $1 billion order for exports to China out of FTA-II agreement. Another $1 billion export 

order will help Pakistan triple its exports to China. 

On November 9, 2018, he said, Beijing had placed the order with Islamabad of $1 billion exports 

to Chinese market. Under that particular order, Pakistan was to export sugar of 300,000 metric 

tonnes (MT), yarn 350,000 MT and rice 200,000 MT. Of $1 billion order, $300 million of rice 

and sugar will be exported by June 30, 2019. Almost 75 percent of the rice has been shipped and 

the rest of consignment will be completed by June 30, 2019. However, other consignments of 

sugar and yarn are to be executed by December 2019. 

The exports to China currently stand at $1.2 billion which will surge to $2.4 billion after signing 

FTA-II, but out of second free trade deal, the target of export of $1 billion is to be executed by 

December, 2019 that will be followed by another $1 billion exports for which Pakistan will also 

request to China to extend order during the forthcoming visit. 

About investment of $10 billion on establishing the deep conversion refinery and $1 billion on 

petro-chemical complex at Gwadar, Razak Dawood said that Pakistan experts‘ delegation is to 

soon leave for Saudi Arabia to have interaction with their counterparts to discuss the technical 

issues and once the specifications are finalized, it will be easy to help Saudi Arabia assess the 

volume of investment that is exactly to be required for the both refinery and petro-chemical 

complex. However, he hoped that feasibility study by Saudi experts will be completed in 12 

months. 

When asked if Pakistan has initiated any endeavor to increase its export to Saudi Arabia, the 

adviser responded that Saudi Arabian counterpart has clearly said that if Pakistani entrepreneurs 

are ready to meet requirements of its tariff regime, which has not changed for the last 20 years 

and quality standards, his country‘s doors are open. Now it is up to Pakistan‘s entrepreneurs to 
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make inroads for their products in Saudi Arabian market keeping in view the Saudi tariff regime 

and its quality standards. 

About the recently signed MoUs with Malaysian companies, during the visit of Prime Minister 

Mahatir Mohamad to Pakistan, the minister said that the said MoUs of $900 million are different 

as these were signed by private-to-private parties. The minister said he is 100 percent sure that 

MoUs valuing $900 million will be materialized and executed. 

To a question, the minister brushed aside the impression that the government has abandoned the 

Look Africa Policy saying this policy is very much effective as Pakistan is currently exporting 

cement, and fully Pakistan made tractors to three African countries of Mozambique, Zambia and 

Kenya. 

―I am much pleased that the engineering products like tractors are being exported without any 

subsidy to the said African countries,‖ the jubilant minister said and added that about 10,000 

tractors would be exported by June 30, 2019. He said that cement export to African countries has 

surged manifold. The total exports of cement stands at $150 million. 

―The export of cement has diverted to Africa because of slow down in construction activities in 

Pakistan and ban imposed by India on Pakistani products following Pulwama incident,‖ he 

concluded. 

The News, 02-04-19 

Qatar evinces interest to invest in CPEC projects 

ISLAMABAD: Qatari government on Monday evinced interest in making investments in various 

projects, including those under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) framework. 

Qatar Investment Authority‘s Head Sheikh Faisal Bin Thani Al-Thani said Qatar is planning 

various projects in Pakistan with an investment horizon for next 10 to 15 years. ―We are looking 

for a long-term partnership and not quick wins,‖ an official statement quoted him as saying. He 

was leading an investment delegation during a meeting with Advisor to Prime Minister on 

Commerce Abdul RazakDawood and Chairman Board of Investment Haroon Sharif. The 

delegation showed a keen interest in Prime Minister‘s Housing project as well as supplementing 

the CPEC investments. Specific projects were discussed in areas of aviation services, tourism, 

infrastructure development, power generation, water management, agro-industries and tourism 

across the country. 

Dawood encouraged Qatari companies to come forward and have joint ventures with foreign and 

local companies to become part of global value chain. PM Advisor further said Qatari companies 

have immense potential to supplement the CPEC projects and stimulate industrialization in the 

country. 
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Advisor informed the delegation that Qatar could enjoy a first mover‘s advantage with 

investment in the tourism sector. ―As a result of renewed confidence in the new government, 

large investments are in the pipeline from other countries including China, Malaysia and 

Turkey,‖ he said. Qatar-Pakistan bilateral trade volume is set to witness a major boost in the 

coming days as Hamad Port has established direct shipping links to Karachi and other ports in 

the country. The bilateral economic relations are expected to expand further as private companies 

from both the sides are exploring trade and investment opportunities. Dawood said Pakistan 

desires to have a long-term economic and strategic relationship between the two countries. 

Qatari companies have signed a number of agreements with their Pakistani counterparts to 

import goods from Pakistan including fruits, vegetables, fresh meat, chicken other poultry and 

dairy products, after recent visit of a Pakistani mission to Doha. Prime Minister Imran Khan led a 

delegation to Qatar and met with the Emir of Qatar in January. Following the Prime Minister‘s 

visit, Board of Investment organized a successful Pakistan-Qatar Investment Forum in March in 

Doha between the business communities of the both countries in collaboration with the 

government of Qatar. 

The News, 03-04-19 

Construction of ML-1 from Peshawar to Karachi 

ISLAMABAD: Despite making claims for entering into second phase of cooperation under 

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), both sides could not evolve agreement on financing 

model for construction of Mainline-1 (ML-1) from Peshawar to Karachi. 

Although, Pakistani authorities are claiming that Prime Minister Imran Khan would take up 

different projects during his upcoming visit to China including on ML-1 but the financing 

arrangement was not yet finalized between the two sides. ―Pakistani side is asking for lower cost 

from the concerned public sector company of China as the government has decided to implement 

this project in phased manner,‖ said the sources. 

Pakistan wants early implementation on kick-starting special economic zone especially at 

Rashakai as early as possible but there are unresolved issues that need to be fixed for moving 

towards the desired objectives. Islamabad wants its inauguration within this ongoing month. 

On the other hand, China‘s ambassador along with investor delegation held meeting with FBR 

team on Tuesday and explored the possibilities of incentives on investment. 

Earlier, Chinese Ambassador in Islamabad Yao Jing called on Federal Minister for Planning, 

Development & Reform MakhdoomKhusroBakhtiar. The ambassador appreciated government of 

Pakistan‘s efforts to fast track the CPEC projects particularly the groundbreaking of western 

route. Minister for Planning hailed China‘s support for implementation of Gwadar Airport 

project. 
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Secretary Planning ZafarHasan, Member Private Sector AsimSaeed, Project Director CPEC 

HasanDaud and senior officials were also present on the occasion. 

MakhdoomKhusro said that the present government attaches top priority to the development of 

Gwadar, highlighting that Prime Minister Imran Khan in his recent visit to Balochistan 

performed groundbreaking of the Rs65 billion Zhob-Kuchlak section of western route, Rs17 

billion project of transmission line for Makran coast, Rs23 billion new Gwadar Airport project, 

hospital as well as vocational institute. 

The News, 04-04-19 

Pakistan seeks full transaction-based trade data from China 

ISLAMABAD: With possibility to move towards finalizing revised Free Trade Agreement 

(FTA) with China next week, Pakistan has formally requested Beijing for sharing 100 percent 

transaction-based trade data through the system of Exchange of Data Information (EDI) in order 

to curb massive under invoicing worth $4 to $6 billion per annum. 

Pakistan‘s high-powered official trade delegation is scheduled to visit China next week from 

April 9 for possibly giving final touches to revised FTA as Islamabad sought Asean like tariff 

concessions to boost its exports to China. It is expected that the formal signing of revised FTA 

between the two countries would be signed on the eve of upcoming visit of Prime Minister Imran 

Khan. 

Secretary Commerce Ahmed Nawaz Sukhera, when contacted, confirmed that he would be going 

to China and all issues were settled with them. 

―No pending issue is left as everything is settled before his joining,‖ he stated. 

Federal Secretary Finance YounasDagha, when contacted by The News on Wednesday night, 

said that revised FTA will be discussed during talks with China. ―We hope for early 

finalization,‖ says added. 

On EDI front, official sources said that although Pakistan and China had operationalized EDI 

since last May 2018, but the transaction-based data was being provided to Pakistan on quarterly 

basis that resulted into losing purpose of utility as instant exchange of data could really help 

Pakistan overcome increasing under invoicing causing heavy loss to the national exchequer. 

―After Prime Minister Imran Khan‘s last visit to China, our Foreign Office sent out official 

communication to Beijing for sharing ongoing trade data under the ambit of FTA and non-FTA 

simultaneously on transaction-based data,‖ official sources told The News here Wednesday. 

Now the FBR has been pursuing both the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Commerce 

to follow up on this formal request with Chinese counterparts. 

This correspondent visited the office of the FBR‘s Member Customs Policy Mohammad 

JavedGhani for seeking his point of view, but was told that he was busy and could not meet. 
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However, other official sources said that the EDI sharing was not fully done by China as 

currently the trade data under the FTA was shared but now Islamabad was asking providing all 

kind of trade data on transaction basis immediately so that Pakistani tax authorities could 

evaluate its actual value and then impose due taxes. 

A top official said the under invoicing had come down drastically from $8 billion to $6 billion 

and now it has further reduced to $4 billion. 

When Goods of Declaration (GDs) were filed in China, it was instantly made available with 

Customs authorities at clearing stations so it would help customs officials to ascertain its exact 

value on the basis of which they could charge tax collection. 

The Pakistan Revenue Authority Limited (PRAL), a subsidiary of the FBR, developed software 

in consultation with Director General Reform and Automation of Customs and Pakistan and 

China have so far remained unable to finalize second phase of FTA mainly because of concerns 

expressed by the Islamabad taxation authorities and business community arguing that the 

increased incentives for imported tariff lines would erode industrial sector of the country and the 

country could become heavily dependent upon Chinese imports and our industrial base could 

further shrink. Now the Ministry of Commerce has been engaged to finalize revised FTA with 

China and it is going to strike agreement within this month. 

The News, 06-04-19 

Pakistan, China to ink Railway project accord during PM’s visit 

ISLAMABAD: Federal Minister for Railways Sheikh Rashid Ahmad is likely to accompany 

Prime Minister Imran Khan on his visit to China at the end of the current month to attend Belt 

and Road Forum in Beijing. 

During the five day visit, the Prime Minister and the Railway Minister would hold negotiations 

with Chinese authorities to make accord on Railway project related to finalization of design and 

funds arrangements for up gradation of Pakistan Railways Main Line (ML-1) to be done under 

CPEC. 

According to official sources, ML-I would be completed in phases. In Phase -1, 59 Kilometer 

long Track would be laid from Rawalpindi to Lahore while 19 Kilometer from Kuluval to 

Pandora. With the completion of work of laying tracks the travelling time through passenger 

trains from Rawalpindi to Lahore would be reduced from four and half hours to two and half 

hours. 

Similarly in Phase-II work on improvement and rehabilitation of deteriorated tracks from 

Nawabshah to Kotri would be initiated. 

According to sources, equivalent Rs8.2 billion US dollars would be released in two years by 

Chinese government for work on Phase-1 of ML-I. It would be completed in five years. 
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The entire scope of work includes up gradation and doubling of Main Line-1 from Karachi to 

Peshawar and Taxila to Havelian measuring 1872 km including provision of modern signaling 

and Telecommunication system, conversion of level crossings into underpasses/flyovers and 

fencing of Track. The project scope also envisages laying of new double track from Karachi to 

Hyderabad on a new alignment, induction of 50 locomotives, induction of 300 passenger 

coaches, 2000 freight wagons and establishment of dry port near Havelian. 

Similarly, on completion of ML-1, Pakistan Railways would reap up the advantages of increase 

in speed from 65 to 105 Km/hr to 120 to 160 km per hour, increase in line capacity from 34 to 

171 trains each way per day, increase in Freight Volumes from 6 to 35 million tons per annum 

by 2025, increase in passenger trains (ex-Karachi) from 20 to 40 each way per day and also 

result in increase in railway share of freight transport volume from less than 4 per cent to 20 per 

cent. 

The preliminary design of the project is being prepared by the consortium of consultants 

comprising of M/s CREEC, China, M/s NESPAK and M/s PRACS. For execution of works, the 

project has been divided in two phases (phase I and Phase-II with an estimated cost of US dollars 

4.8 billion. The cost of preliminary design is estimated Rs10.478 billion, funded by the 

government of Pakistan through PSDP. Over all progress of preliminary design (phase-1) is 

around 70 per cent. 

The News, 06-04-19 

TehminaJanjua to be new envoy to China 

ISLAMABAD: Incumbent Foreign Secretary TehminaJanjua will be Pakistan‘s new ambassador 

in China and Ambassador Moazzam Ahmad Khan who is currently country‘s envoy in the 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) will be Pakistan‘s new High Commissioner in India. 

He will replace SohailMahmood who has been designated as new Foreign Secretary of Pakistan. 

Well placed diplomatic sources told The News/Jang here Friday that the Foreign Office has 

decided in principal to bring about major reshuffle in its important missions abroad as the 

country will also have new ambassadors in Russia, France, Germany, European Union (EU), 

UAE, Hungry, South Africa, Japan and permanent representative (PR) UN headquarters at 

Geneva. 

Pakistan‘s ambassador in China Masood Khalid who is availing second extension in his posting 

in Beijing after attaining superannuation will be quitting the station as soon 

TehminaJanjuaagreemaunt (Consent letter) is granted by China. She will be contractual 

ambassador and likely to serve the country for three years in Beijing. 

She is reaching the superannuation age on 16th of this month. Pakistan‘s ambassador in France 

MoinulHaq who served as Chief Protocol before assignment in French capital will be proceeding 

to Abu Dhabi as ambassador for the UAE. NaghmanaHashmi will be new ambassador for 

France. She is currently Pakistan‘s ambassador for Belgium, Luxembourg and EU. Pakistan‘s 
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ambassador in Germany JauharSaleem will be replacing NaghmanaHashmi in Brussels. 

Additional Foreign Secretary for Europe ZaheerAslamJanjua will be new ambassador for 

Germany. 

He will be leaving for Berlin next month. The sources pointed out that Special Secretary for Asia 

Pacific region in Foreign Office Imtiaz Ahmad will be Pakistan‘s new ambassador in Japan since 

Pakistan‘s former ambassador in Tokyo DrAsadMajeed has already left Japan and assumed the 

assignment of ambassador in the United States. 

Additional Foreign Secretary for Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan Dr. Muhammad Aejaz will be 

ambassador in Hungary. Khalil-ur-RehmanHashmi who is Director General for the United 

Nations in the Foreign Office will be Pakistan‘s permanent representative (PR) for the UN 

Geneva headquarters. FarrukhAamil who was PR at Geneva Headquarters has already 

relinquished the charge after attaining superannuation. 

Dr. Sohail Ahmad Khan who is high commissioner in South Africa will be leaving for Moscow 

to become ambassador for Russia since incumbent ambassador Qazi M Khaliullah is completing 

his contractual period next month. Pakistan‘s high commissioner for Thailand AsimIftikhar 

Ahmad could be picked for posting as high commissioner for South Africa, the sources added. 

New Foreign Secretary SohailMahmood is relinquishing his charge in New Delhi on Wednesday 

(April 10) to assume his new assignment in Islamabad. 

The sources reminded that notification pertaining to the reshuffling would be formalized next 

week. The changes have been authenticated by Foreign Minister Shah MahmoodQureshi, the 

sources said. In the meanwhile Director General South Asia Division in the Foreign Office Dr. 

Muhammad Faisal Chaudhary who is in his own right an astute diplomat could be considered for 

High Commissioner in Dhaka where Ms. SaqlainSyeda was declined by the Bangladesh 

government to grant agreement. Dr Muhammad Faisal Chaudhary is currently looking after the 

assignment of the spokesperson of the Foreign Affairs additionally. 

The News, 06-04-19 

Pakistan identifies 20-25 companies for joint ventures with Chinese 

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has identified 20 to 25 giant companies for joint ventures (JVs) with 

Chinese counterparts for giving an opportunity to invest in upcoming special economic zones 

(SEZs) under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). 

Federal Minister for Planning, Development and Reform MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar along-with 

Advisor to Prime Minister on Commerce, Industry and Textile Abdul RazakDawood co-chaired 

the maiden meeting of the CPEC Business Council in Islamabad on Friday. 

Private sector representatives at the meeting criticized the government for not facilitating them. 

One participant from Quetta Chamber of Commerce and Industry said water scarcity was making 

life difficult, and the government should focus on provision of clean drinking water as the first 

priority. 
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Advisor to PM on Commerce RazakDawood responded that now the government would put 

giant companies and businessmen on its front, and assume the role of facilitator for the future 

course of action. 

However, he categorically made it clear that the government would not bear expenses of tickets 

and others for the businessmen who were trying to establish JVs with Chinese counterparts. He 

argued that if businessmen could not afford travel and staying expenses, they should not be vying 

for big business opportunities. 

According to the official statement issued by the Ministry of Planning after the meeting, 

Planning Minister Bakhtyar said the forum was established for interaction between the 

government and business community to take forward the industrial cooperation between Pakistan 

and China to new heights. ―Through industrial cooperation, we also want to address trade 

imbalance, broaden market access for agricultural products and encourage B2B cooperation 

between the two countries,‖ he added. 

Bakhtyar said the scope of CPEC has been expanded with focus on industrial and agriculture 

cooperation, socio-economic development, and trade and market access. The minister expressed 

optimism that creation of CPEC Business Council, with representation from private sector 

leading associations and companies in various areas, would accelerate the pace of 

industrialization under the umbrella of the mega project. 

He further said the focus was to boost Pakistan‘s industrial capacity through JVs in priority 

areas, relocation of labour-intensive export-led industry, SME collaboration, and vocational 

training capacity. 

Dawood said after implementation of early harvest projects of energy and infrastructure under 

CPEC, the stage was now set to expedite industrial collaboration to attract private investments 

for diversifying the country‘s exports. ―We are in the second phase of CPEC, where 

industrialization and agriculture growth would be the main goals of the current regime,‖ he 

added. Special Economic Zones (SEZs) have been the engine of growth for many developing 

states around the world for the last few decades and it was the high time for Pakistan to convert 

its SEZs into growth hubs. 

The advisor hoped that SEZs would attract investment from diverse sources because they offered 

a combination of tax-and-tariff incentives, and streamlined customs procedures with less 

regulation. ―The production of finished goods is the topmost priority, which will help Pakistan in 

reducing trade deficit,‖ the advisor said. 

Earlier, Board of Investment Chairman Haroon Sharif welcomed all the members to the first 

meeting of the council and said BOI would serve as the Secretariat for the CPEC Business 

Council, for which a dedicated team of professionals has been hired. 

He said BOI was improving its capacity to deal with matters of industrial cooperation with 

China, and urged the members to come up with tangible suggestions in this regard. 
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Secretary Planning ZafarHasan, CPEC Project Director Hassan Daud, and representatives from 

leading associations and companies also attended the meeting. 

Secretary to the Council, BOI Executive Director General FareenaMazhar briefed the members 

on the progress in SEZ‘s and incentive packages under industrial cooperation. 

The News, 06-04-19 

Govt urged to defer 2nd phase of China-Pakistan free trade agreement 

KARACHI: Businessmen and industrialists on Friday urged the government to defer the second 

phase of China-Pakistan free trade agreement for some period to scrutinize the reasons behind 

gigantic bilateral trade deficit that reached $17 billion a year in the first phase. 

The businessmen underscored needs of analyzing what went wrong during the first phase to have 

jacked up Pakistan‘s trade deficit with China to more than $17 billion from $2.9 billion when the 

bilateral free trade agreement was implemented in 2007. 

The trade deficit might cross $20 billion based on electronic exchange of data, they said during 

an interactive session on China-Pakistan free trade agreement (CPFTA) by the Federation of 

Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI). 

The meeting was attended by a large number of stakeholders and representatives of associations 

across the country. FPCCI President Daroo Khan Achakzai said the country might enter into the 

second phase of FTA with China, ―but not at cost of closing our local industries and adversely 

affecting the economy‖. 

Achakzai said the government has already liberalized 60 percent of its trade with China. Ministry 

of commerce should take policy reforms for elimination of under-invoicing and have agreements 

with China on removal of sanitary and photosanitary measures and technical barriers to trade. 

The participants said seafood, vegetable oil, leather products, meat and agriculture should be 

considered to have zero-rated export entry status in China. 

They called for protection to domestic industries of chemical, steel, leather, plastic and poultry, 

and specific industries related to small and medium enterprises in such a way that FTA does not 

adversely affect the industry, already hostage to supply constraints. 

They said tariff and non-tariff barriers should be rationalized. Circumstances are fundamental to 

negotiate on non-reciprocity basis due to huge difference in economic development levels of 

FTA partners. The participants of the meeting also showed concern on non-implementation of 

electronic data exchange, earlier agreed between the customs of both countries. 

The participants also showed further concern over non-documented trade data of at least 36 

percent products on account of under-invoicing. 

The participants underlined the need of direct market access of Pakistan‘s products into China, 

which presently allows import from Pakistan for sales in Chinese market through vendors, 
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causing rising trade disputes.The meeting‘s participants said economic growth of Pakistan would 

further be crippleddue to trade liberalization and small and medium enterprises might near on the 

verge of closure. 

The participants advised that China should also give concrete plan of relocating its labor 

intensive industries in special economic zones of Pakistan and include Pakistan in the supply 

chain of its finished goods exports from Pakistan, much like Vietnam and Cambodia. 

The News, 08-04-19 

 

 

The News, 09-04-19 

CPEC a landmark project in Sino-Pak ties: spokesperson 

BEIJING: A spokesperson of the Chinese Foreign Ministry Lu Kang said here on Monday at a 

regular news briefing that the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a landmark project 

for China-Pakistan cooperation in the new era, and it is also an important project for the “Belt 

and Road” construction. 

Commenting on the implementation of the CPEC, he said in the past five years since the 

construction of the corridor, there have been 22 early harvest projects, creating tens of thousands 

of jobs for the local community and meeting the electricity needs of 8.6 million households. 
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―These have greatly improved the infrastructure of Pakistan and have greatly promoted the 

welfare of Pakistani people. Of course, it will be warmly welcomed by the Pakistani government 

and people. 

As for the adoption of international financing methods to implement major projects, this is also a 

global practice, especially for developing countries to break through the funding bottleneck and 

help increase growth. 

As far as the construction of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is concerned, less than 20% 

of the current projects use Chinese loans, and more than 80% are Chinese direct investment and 

free aid. 

Therefore, the construction of this project not only does not increase the burden on the Pakistani 

side, but also contributes to the economic strength of the stronger Pakistani side. We still hope 

that if the media concerned really cares about the welfare of the Pakistani people and cares about 

the development of Pakistan, it may be worthwhile to go to the field to find out how the local 

people evaluate the construction project of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. On this basis, 

they can report China-Pakistan economic cooperation more realistically, the spokesperson added. 

Replying to a question about the recent visit of Chinese State leaders to Europe, Lu Kang said, 

indeed, President Xi Jinping‘s first visit this year is Italy, Monaco and France. Premier Li 

Keqiang‘s current visit to Europe is to attend the China-EU summit and the China-Central and 

Eastern European countries‘ leaders and an official visit to Croatia. 

Europe he added ―is an important force in the world and has always been the focus of Chinese 

diplomacy. China's strengthening of relations with Europe is in line with China's wishes and the 

wishes of the EU. 

As you have seen the achievements of President Xi‘s visit to Europe, if the important consensus 

reached between China and the EU on maintaining multilateralism and maintaining a rules-based 

world trading system can have a greater driving effect on the international community, I believe 

that it includes Japan. All countries are welcome. 

 

The News, 11-04-19 

Pakistan backs Chinese initiatives ahead of 2nd BRI moot 

BEIJING: Pakistan has reiterated its overwhelming backing to the Chinese socio-economic 

connectivity plans, ahead of 2nd international conference on Belt and Road Initiative, scheduled 

to take place here later this month. 

In their messages, official circles as well as cross sections of the Pakistani society showed their 

full commitment giving all-out support to China to make the initiative successful. Recently 

Pakistan has appeared as a strong partner of BRI, as it stands on forefront projecting the initiative 
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by all means. The smooth functioning of the BRI‘s pilot project, the China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) is reflective of Pakistan‘s leading role in the region to this respect. 

According to a report appeared in the China Daily, Chinese leadership appreciates high 

Pakistan's cooperative partnership in pushing forward the plans of collective well-being. Since 

the inception of the Belt and Road Initiative in 2013, a lot of change has taken place. 

Connectivity has enhanced, Chinese investment has reached new heights, trade patterns have had 

visible alterations and much more is going on promoting the concept of ―win-win" situation and 

a shared destiny, introduced by President Xi Jinping. The report says that in recent years, China 

has emerged as a global economy and geopolitical power. Nations treat China with great 

importance and focus on what is happening there. 

 

The News, 12-04-19 

CPEC to open new opportunities for region: PM 

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan has expressed hope that China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) will open new vistas of opportunities for the entire region. He has said that the 

project will not only help in translating all-weather Pak-China relations into mutually beneficial 

economic equation but will also open new vistas of opportunities for the entire region. 

The Prime Minister was meeting with representatives of 15 leading Chinese companies working 

on various CPEC and other projects in Pakistan. He said that the government accords top priority 

to the CPEC Project. 

The Chinese delegation included representatives from Power China, Three Gorges Corporation, 

CMEC Neelum Jhelum Power Plant Project, Cr-Norinco Orange Line Project, Huawei, Zong, 

Port Qasim Power Plant, China Gezhouba Corporation, China State Construction, China 

Harbour, Matiari-Lahore Transmission Line Project, Haier and other companies. 

Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing accompanied the delegation. Omar Ayub Khan, 

Minister for Power, Makhdoom Khusro Bakhtiar, and Minister for Planning, Haroon Sharif, 

Chairman BOI, Nadeem Babar, Chairman Energy Task Force and other senior officials were also 

present. 

Addressing the Chinese delegation, the Prime Minister said that the government will provide all 

possible facilitation to the Chinese companies in undertaking profitable business ventures and 

taking advantage of business friendly policies of the present government. Chinese Ambassador 

while conveying greetings from Chinese President and Prime Minister said that Chinese 

leadership is looking forward to the visit of Prime Minister to China. 

He thanked the Prime Minister on behalf of Chinese leadership and business community for his 

personal interest in facilitating Chinese businessmen and addressing their issues. He assured the 
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Prime Minister that Chinese companies will continue to partner with the government in socio-

economic development of Pakistan. 

In the meanwhile, Prime Minister Khan, during a briefing, was informed that eleven Integrated 

Tourism Zones would be established in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and replicating these model 08 

zones would also be set up in Punjab. 

These Integrated Tourism Zones will not only serve to showcase tourist potential of the country 

and promote tourism but will also ensure preservation of natural beauty, biodiversity, forests 

cover and promotion of eco-tourism at the newly established tourist resorts. 

The meeting was attended by Ch. Fawad Hussain, Minister for Information, Sayed Zulfiqar 

Abbas Bukhari (Zulfi Bukhari), SAPM on Overseas Pakistanis, Haroon Sharif, Chairman Board 

of Investment, Yasir Humayun, Minister Tourism Punjab, Atif Khan, Minister Tourism Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, Shahram Khan Taraki, Minister for Local Government KP, Minister for Law & 

Parliamentary Affairs KP, Sultan Muhammad Khan, Rashid Mehmood Langrial, Secretary 

Tourism Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and senior officers. The Prime Minister was apprised about new 

initiatives being taken to promote tourism in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Punjab. 

A detailed briefing was also made about the draft Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Tourism Act 2019. 

Senior Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Atif Khan shared salient features of the draft legislation on 

Tourism and informed the meeting that under the ambit of this upcoming law exclusive 

jurisdiction would be clearly chalked out to avoid coordination problems and to overcome low 

performance capacity of organizations. It was further informed that Private Sector will play a 

leading role in development of Tourism while the Government will provide an enabling 

environment and act as a facilitator. The Integrated Tourism Zones will include Gabeen Jabba, 

Swat, (elevation 9,200 ft), Mankyal, Swat (8,700 ft), Bayon, Swat (11,000 ft), Bir Mughlasht, 

Chitral (9,000 ft), Golain, Chitral (10,400), Qaqlasht, Chitral (7,500 ft), Burwai, Naran (10,000 

ft) and Mahaban, Buner (6,600 ft). Prime Minister was briefed that internationally successful 

models are being followed for promoting Tourism in the country. Yasir Humayun, Minister 

Tourism Punjab apprised that eight Integrated Tourism Zones would be established in Punjab. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan said that with the development of tourist resorts and provision of 

required facilities, the tourism sector will receive tremendous boost. He directed that a 

comprehensive website be launched immediately identifying all tourist zones being set up with 

detailed information for local as well as foreign tourists 

The News, 12-04-19 

ADB harnesses CPEC-CAREC synergy to enhance regional trade 

ISLAMABAD: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has stepped up efforts to augment regional 

trade through harnessing synergy between the two corridor projects. 
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ADB Country Head Yang Xiaohong various efforts are going on under the Central Asia 

Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) to promote regional integration and create economic 

values for member countries. 

―ADB is working on enhancing trade volume in the region and there is lot of complementarity 

between CAREC and CPEC (China-Pakistan Economic Corridor),‖ Xiaohong said during a 

meeting with Secretary Planning, Development and Reforms Zafar Hasan. 

Manila-based lender launched Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation two decades back 

to encourage economic cooperation among 11 member countries. 

Pakistan joined Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation in 2010 and since then the 

program has invested about $1.5 billion on projects largely related to building trade and transport 

connectivity. 

Other Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation members include Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, 

China, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Mongolia, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan 

and Uzbekistan. 

The ADB earlier estimated that there has been around 37 percent decline in Pakistan‘s exports to 

the member countries over the last five years. 

China has pledged more than $60 billion under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 

framework to improve energy, industrial and transport infrastructures in Pakistan and to improve 

its economic link across the Arab seas. 

Secretary Planning Commission emphasized the significance of formalizing massive informal 

trade with Iran and Afghanistan to achieve economic benefits, vowing its commitment to 

improve regional connectivity. 

 

―Regional Connectivity will enhance growth potential,‖ Hasan said. The government is 

rendering efforts to promote regional connectivity and leverage China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor for larger interest of the region.―Lots of informal trade is going on between 

Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan which needs to be formalized to benefit the country‘s economy,‖ 

he added.The secretary planning lauded the role of Asian Development Bank in upgrading 

infrastructure for regional connectivity. 

He said the government started various socioeconomic projects in Afghanistan in various sectors 

like health, education and infrastructure. 

Safdar Pervaiz, regional cooperation head for Afghanistan and Pakistan said Asian Development 

Bank is also working on establishing rail and road links for Central Asia through Afghanistan 

into Pakistan.―Work is going on in these two countries for their mutual benefit.‖ 
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The News, 13-04-19 

PM to sign pact with China for laying new railway tracks: Sh Rashid 

LAHORE: Minister for Railways Sheikh Rashid Ahmad said on Friday a new railway track 

would be laid in the country, and Prime Minister Imran Khan would sign an agreement with the 

Chinese authorities in this regard, during his upcoming Beijing visit. 

Addressing a press conference in Lahore, he said Prime Minister Imran Khan would travel by Sir 

Syed Express upon his arrival in Rawalpindi after completion of visits to China and Iran. 

He said the premier would invite Chinese and Iranian ambassadors and their families for a train 

journey. He said foreign envoys, along with their families, would also be taken to AttockKhurd 

by a train. 

The minister said Pakistan Railways recorded an increase of Rs3 billion in its revenue during the 

last six months. 

To a question, the minister said all cases against leaders of Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP) and 

Pakistan Muslim League-N (PML-N), being heard by the courts currently, were registered by the 

two parties against each other during their governments. He said criticizing country‘s justice 

system was inappropriate as Nawaz Sharif filed cases against AsifZardari during his government 

and vice versa. Taking a jibe at opposition leader in Punjab Assembly, HamzaShahbaz, and the 

minister said ―a politician becomes coward when he earns money through illegal means‖. 

In reply to a question, he termed PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari a kid and advised him to 

be careful in politics. The minister also announced laying foundation stone of a post-graduate 

college and up gradation of a degree college to university. 

About Indian elections, he said situation could worsen if NarendraModi failed to grab required 

seats in the upcoming polls. He also said that the Modi government could create more problems 

in Balochistan and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP) through its subversive activities. 

Later, he left for Rawalpindi by a train, along with Punjab Chief Minister SardarUsmanBuzdar 

and other ministers. 

The News, 13-04-19 

Pakistan students among top studying in China 

BEIJING: A total of 492,185 international students from 196 countries and regions studied in 

China in 2018, the Ministry of Education said Friday. 

The number increased by 3,013 over that of 2017, said a ministry statement. They studied in 

1,004 colleges in 31 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities. About 60 percent of the 

international students were from Asia, with Pakistan, the Republic of Korea and Thailand 
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ranking in the top three, the statement said. About 63,000 of them were sponsored by Chinese 

government scholarships, the ministry said. 

According to Chinese media‘s report, Pakistan has emerged as World‘s top recipient of Chinese 

scholarships, as currently there are around 7000 Pakistanis, who are studying in China in their 

relevant disciplines in different Chinese Universities. Latest statistics showed that the highest of 

number foreign students, studying in China on scholarships are from Pakistan. 

All these brilliant students are pursuing Bachelor‘s, Master‘s, PhD, or Advance Training 

Programs at some of China‘s top universities taking on a diverse range of subjects like medical, 

Computer Science, Technology, Business Administration, Architecture, Civil Engineering, 

International Law, and Journalism. 

A record progress was witnessed during the last five years with the launching of China-Pakistan 

economic corridor (CPEC). This was also the result of vigorous efforts on the part of Chinese 

embassy in Islamabad. 

Currently, annually around 1000 students are getting scholarships in China, most of them 

availing the opportunity directly from the Chinese Universities and the local governments. 

The News, 14-04-19 

Chinese leaders to hold crucial talks with visiting Pak leadership 

ISLAMABAD: The Chinese leadership will have crucial negotiations with visiting Pakistani 

leadership during second Belt and Road summit commencing in the last week of this month. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan will attend the summit heading a strong delegation. China Pakistan 

Economic Corridor (CPEC) already declared by China as ―flagship project‖ of the Belt and Road 

initiative (BRI), would come under discussion extensively between the two countries in their 

bilateral meetings being scheduled on the occasion. 

In the meanwhile Russian President Vladimir Putin and Turkish President 

RecepTayyipErdoguan have also announced to attend the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) for 

International Cooperation. It is believed that the two giants will dominate the event since their 

presence will be source of added ―concern‖ for some western countries including one across the 

Atlantic which is harshly opposed to the idea. 

Diplomatic sources told The News/Jang here on Saturday that China as part of its cosmetic 

diplomacy has been expressing satisfaction about the work and its pace regarding the CPEC 

ever-since new government has come in office in Pakistan but it is genuinely worried regarding 

certain speculations and assertions made by some governmental political high ups here about the 

gigantic project. It is understood that the Chinese leaders will discuss enhancing cooperation but 

simultaneously seek some clarifications with regard to the project and pace of work being carried 

out on it. 
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The sources maintained that delegation from Pakistan will have to walk on tight rope during its 

talks in Beijing. Availing the opportunity Prime Minister Imran Khan will have meetings with 

few world leaders on the brinks of the summit. The diplomatic channels are working on the plan 

for such meetings including one with the Russian and Turkish Presidents. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin is expected to visit Beijing from April 26-27 to take part in the 

forum. The Russian leader would be the main guest of the event. The diplomatic sources 

reminded that China‘s Belt and Road Initiative appears to be developing increasingly as a joint 

project, and especially so when it comes to two main factors: Russian military support for 

Chinese assets when the going gets tough, such as the recent situation in Venezuela, and again 

when it comes to the overall infrastructure development of Eurasia. 

Both countries appear committed to the longer-term objective of their proposed ―Greater 

Eurasian Partnership.‖ The implications of this Union will be profound and far reaching. 

Turkey has also announced its support for the idea of reviving the ancient Silk Road. "We 

support the Belt and Road Initiative of China since the beginning as a 'win-win' concept," Turkey 

has stated. Proposed by China in 2013, the Belt and Road Initiative refers to the Silk Road 

Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road, and aims at to build a trade and 

infrastructure network connecting Asia with Europe and Africa through the ancient trade routes 

of the Silk Road. 

China and the participating countries will seek greater complementarities between the BRI and 

their development strategies, align up the key projects from the implementations of the United 

Nations 2030 agenda for sustainable development, and pay more attention to improving the lives 

of the ordinary people. It will include a series of events, such as leaders' round table, high-level 

meeting, thematic forum, CEO conference, under the theme of Belt and Road cooperation 

shaping a brighter shared future. 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang has said there will also be more side events, including 12 

thematic forums focusing on practical cooperation and for the first time a conference organized 

specifically for the business community. Wang said the second forum aims at to bring about a 

high quality Belt and Road cooperation, and China looks forward to a full exchange of views on 

the future cooperation plans. 

Wang said China will act the spirit of win-win, focus on improving physical connectivity, build a 

stronger momentum for common development, and forge an even closer partnership. China will 

champion openness and cooperation, support economic globalization, uphold multilateralism, 

and work with all to make the world economy an open one, Wang noted. 

Chinese President Xi Jinping who has emerged as far more powerful leader after his re-election 

will deliver a keynote speech during the opening ceremony. The Belt and Road Forum for 

International Cooperation, or BRF, will have more foreign heads of state and government than 

the previous forum. It will include a series of events, such as leaders' round table, high-level 
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meeting, thematic forum, CEO conference, under the theme of Belt and Road cooperation 

shaping a brighter shared future. 

 


